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"EDITOR'S PAGE "
·
.
Ozark Gardens is no~ a new publication, it was started over 14 years ago
by our Assiociate Editor on page 3. It
was started as a mimeographed letter
and grew as the years went by, The ideals of Ozark Gardens is to bring together those people that love to garden
and raise flowers. The first ideal,
is friendship, to bring together as
friends those that like the same thing~
To .phrase an old saying, "experience is
t~e best teacher" and by having writers
tell us of their experiences in gardening is a proven short cut to a better
garden for you. Our writers prove how
to garden and raise flowers without
spending a fortune. If this is your
first copy of Ozark Gardens please read
it thru, you will find it is friendly
but most of all informative to all who
Welcome to the March issue of the garden and raise flowers. Please read
"Garden Magazine Pulr of People", A our ad pages, you will find Ozark Garhearty thank you to each contributor den ads are different, the prices are
that has worked to make this issue pos- reasonable and our advertisers want to
sible. This is our Easter issue and so please you in every possible way. We
depicted by Mr. Andrew Hintenach on the ask that you always patronize our adfront cover, The front cover showing vertisers , they help to bring you a
Easter lilys and the cross needs no ex- better magazine.
planation.
Often I find a note written on the
Many of you have been concerned about bottom of a circular from a new subyour Editors illness and I would like scriber saying, can anyone submit mato brief you at this time that I am terial to be used and I . want to say
once again in excellent health, I suf- ~· "The Garden Magazine Full of Peefered a heart attack on Nov, 20th of Pie" needs you and your story for publast year and was hospitalized for 13 lication. This is your magazine, write
days, While in the hospital I took the for it, criticize it, help it to grow.
time to have a complete G,I. test and If you have a story, do send it in and
this test did show- that surgery was photos also help to make a story much
needed to restore me to good health better. We cannot pay for manuscripts
once again, On Jan. 30th of this year as yet but some day hope that we can,
I returned for surgery and was released
I have been your Editor for one year
on Feb, 6th to return home once again now and it has been a very rewarding
to my family and our beloved magazine year for us all. If I was to sum up my
Ozark Gardens. I wish to thank each feeling for this publication as of now
one for your prayers and the wonderful I would say we have enthusiasm, just
cards that were sent. Needless to say, plain old fashioned enthusiasm • I do
I am behind o~ my correspondence and not think any other publication being
also have some unfinished business, so printed has the .P.nthuslasm that our
if your Editor owes you a letter or re- Ozark Gardens has today, You can help
turned photos, please be patient they us even more by inviting your garden
will soon be taken care of and mailed and flower friends to join us in subscription, In closing,. I want to say
to you.
Since we are having a nationwide ad- that we have some wonderful articles
vertising campaign on at this time to coming in the months ahead. Next month
promote our Garden Magazine I want tc we will talk about· preparing our garspeak especially to you that are read- dens for the "Harvest Time" issue in
ing your first copy of Ozark Gardens, October. Until next month, good~bye
We are happy to say that several hun- and be an ~ Gardens Booster!
dred new readers are reading their
first copy this month,
A GIFT subscription to Ozark Gardens
to a · Friend is always appreciated.
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NEWS FROM
SPINY RIDGE
Edith -Bestard
Eureka Springs
Ark.
'72632
Today was a sunny but rather cold
day, so I gave a general watering to
occupants of the greenhouse.
We have
had so much cloudy weather this past
winter including one rather fearsome
blizzard, that pots have not dried out
very rapidly.
I probably will not
water the cacti again until they show
new growth, but the other succulents
need moisture at intervals, as they
grow and bloom all winter.
As usual the approach of spring has
brought many Mammillarias into bloom.
For the first time my large "Feather
Cactus" (M. plumosa) is filled with
blossoms .
They are not spectacular,
being a pinkish cream with the feathery, harmless spines. The other white
Mamma are all blooming: candida, geminispina, parkinsonii, hahniana, werdermanniana,
nejapensis,
multiceps
( scarlet seed pods appearing ),
and
Ortiz-Rubiona. For prolific bloom when
not much else. is blooming, the Mamma
cannot be surpassed. They are likewise
among the easiest cacti to grow from
seed.
Throughout. my years of growing cacti
I have discovered that the white~pined
ones seem to be most free of pests and
rusts. In addition, they are my favorites because of their beauty, so I
have accumulated quite a number. They
include the South American Oreocerei
trollii and celsianus; the Espostoas
lanata and pseudomelanostele,and Cleistocactus strausii, a real beauty.
Other white ones are the Cephalocerei
senilis (Old Man), hoppenstedtii, and
palmeri.
Nearly all of these I have
grown from seed, and most of them are
at least two feet tall.
I have heard
that these species will not bloom in
cultivation, but they are so lovely
that one can dispense with flowers.
The "pest-free" white cacti do not
include the Opuntias, which seem to
attract mealy bugs and scale-especially the latter-no matter what.
I have
O.vestita (Old Man Opuntia), 0. ursina
(Grizzly Bear), and 0. Microdasys albata (Angel Wings),and I scarcely dare
turn my back on them for fear of
scale.
Only the Wilcoxias are more
trouble, and their Nemesis is mealy
bugs.
Let me again express my appreciation
for all the cards and messages I received at Christmas time. I have always thought that the distinguishing
trait of Ozark Gardens was its friendliness,and I am very happy to see this
Ozar~
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continuing.
A reader in California is Mrs. A. W.
Dickinson, who is growing Rebutias and
Stapelias from seed. She sent me some
Stapelia seed, which I am anxious to
try, as I have never grown them
from
seed, and I can imagine that the seedlings would be very cunning. Recently
Mrs. Dickinson wrote to say that birds
are very fond of the seedlings; going
out to her lath house one day,she discovered that every one of the seedlings had been eaten!
I had the same
experience with mice once,and it really gives one a frustrated feeling.
I am grieved to report that my
Joshua tree has passed away. It survived very low temper~tures last winter, but this year we have had several
hard winter rains and one very deep
snow, so I feel sure that the moisture
was what killed it. I had really forgotten it, or I would have covered it
with something to keep off the snow.
If anyone has seed of the Jo~hus tree
(Yucca brevifolia) I would very much
like to try again.
I will be glad to
buy the seed or trade for it.
Orders are coming in for H. C. Lawson's "Book of Cacti for the Amateur
Collector," which I will send you for
SL 50.
You should look over the hundreds of illustrations and decide what
plants you want to add to your collection. There are cultural and propagation instructions, also.
Does anyone have Sedum lineare? I
will trade a very pretty purple, roseshaped Sedum (hardy) for a start of s.
lineare. Mine is a variety of s. spathulifolium, b~t the dark color is
rare.
My plant of Christmas Rose(Helleborus niger) has a lovely cluster of waxy
blossoms. Deep snow covered it for about ten days after it began to bloom,
but that did not dismay it. Does anyone have the maroon - flowered variety
for sale or trade .
This month our cacti will be awakening from their winter sleep. What a
happy thought!
DOLPHIN EYE DROPS
From Mrs. Irma Duffey, 2308 Lincoln,
Unionville, Mo . "I am enclosing S2.50
for another
bottle of Dolphin ·Eye
Drops. I like them very much--! think
this one is the fourth bottle I have
ordered from you."
Looking over my record book recently, I noted that the majority of persons listed there have orders over and
over again, and many orders are accompanied by testimonials such as Mrs.
Duffey's. If you have not tried these
. soothing drops, made of natural barksprocessed, you owe it to your eyes to
do so. Send $2.50 for a generous bottle to Edith Beatard, R. 1, Eureka
Springs , Ark. 72632.
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Mrs . David R. Birch
l
•
ly
ore
Rosedale
L L Tulsa548, N.Oklahoma
74127
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Caro l ine Johnston, 102-24 91st Ave.,
Richmond Hill, New York 11418

Lily lovers who aren'~ members ?f ~he
North American Lily Soc1ety are m1ss1ng
a wonderf ul trea t . The quarterly bulletin is at 'h and. Jt c ontains the annual s e e d l ist with so~e crosses that
would have been considered impossibl~ a
few years ago. Such as : No . 61 Atom1cs
X Atomics, No. 73 Cowichan crosses , Reciprocals, Me s sapoag X Catalba, No . 71
i·' r"d Abbey' s-Lave l :v Lady, Fair Lady az:d
t.laska X Nutmegger mixed. There .ls
Hearts Desire strain -var.
colo~s,
bindarella Gros s e s , Silver
Sunburst
Crosse s . 97 items. This seed is contributed by ~embers and is sold to members only. The bulletin also contains
a list of books and scientific papers
contributed since 1963, which may be
borrowed from the society's library.
There are 120 items and they make a
f~ne
addition to an already impressive
collection of books and bulletins and
· come from the four corners of the Lily
World and contain names of our most
learned growers and writers~ This . bulletin aJso contains an art1cle wr1tten
by editor R . W. Lightly, who is with
Longwood Gardens, Kennett Square, Pa.
Mr Lightly is a plant explorer of note.
I ·personally have a crow to pick with
him . After showing just where and how
his expedition found the two new lilies
there was no t one "shot" of the lilies.
Must have been past -their bloom period .
At least I got a thrill thinkine about
the possibility of other possible undiscovered varieties and I am looking
forward to seeing these new ones Mr.
Lightly found .
Your local library should have books
on lily culture. The English books
compare with conditions across the center of our country but shoul d be modifled for far n orth or south . Our most
useful books are written by our own
growers just as our best bulb~ c ome
from domestic growers. It's t1me to
start thinking about planting seeds.
Several seed catalogs list several variet ie s which are wonderfu.l to grow to
learn your Lily culture first h~nd .
Many of these s eed s are grown espec1ally for that purpose and by growers who
keen abreast o f times-lily wise . Next
month we will talk about propagation
ar•d stem rootir>g lilies . Send a stamped
self addressed envelope for addresses
of the North American Lily Society and
the reg iona l societies. Join one , the
gain is all yours .

It was wl th oleasu re I received the
first catalo~ of thP. new season. Jeo.
w. Park Se e d Co ., Inc., Greenwood, S.C .
29647. One has to see it to really appreciate the beautiful contents. The
index page has a germination and culture guide which can be of help to all
flower lovers. Send for it and please
mention Ozark Gardens.
In answer to the number of requests
I received for :he seed of the Christmas Rose, I am sorry but I do not have
seed to send. Helleborus niger seed
can be bought from Geo . w. Park Seed
Co.
For Mrs. Phillip J . Stroscio, 245
Walcott St., Pawtuckett, R.I. 02806.
Start the zinnia seed indoors in late
March. Transplant seedlings to flats
and keep in a sunny window . When the
weather is warm set plants outside in
well enriched soil. Seeds may also be
started in the open when the weather is
suitable. Zinnias are warmth loving
flowers and grow best in full sun, but
will bloo~ in partial shade . Applications of fertilizer
at
intervals
throughout the summer will produce bigger flowers . Pinch back main flower
stem if you want a bushy plant . If
dead flowers are removed, the plants
will blossom until cold weather . Popularity of zinnias have increased because" of easy culture and for the cut
flowers .
Mildew attacks zinnias , especially
after warm wet weather. Spray with
bordeaux mixture or dust with sulphur,
but avoid using it in hot weather. Always select a dry windless day when
spraying.
Stalk borers cause wilting . They can
be detected by finding a small pinhead
hole and sawdust near the base of the
plant. If discovered in time they can
be killed by carefully slitting the
stem
lengthwise with a sharp knife or
a r~zor blade, or by probing with a
flexible wire. Rotenone sprays will
kill young borers before they enter the
stalks. It is on the weeds the adult
moths lay their eggs . By keeping the
" arden free from weeds this pest can be
~ontrolled. The full grown larvae hibernate in the stems of weeds and in the
soil, oupating in late spring .
Blister beetles enjoy eating both
foliage and flowers. Holding a can of
h a lf kerosene and water under a plant
a s you tap the plant with a stick will
knock them into the can.
Cutworms us uall t winter in the soil
un ne r plant debr is. In the spring the
c a te r pillars clean up the tender plants
as t he y a~e set out. They cut the
vo ung pl ants off at or near the surface
~f the g round, but some species climb
u p a n d eat the leaves . You can genera lly find the cut worm sleeping after

Information given
his feed, curled up in soil at the base
of the injured plants . As a prevent~
tive cut a 3 inch paper collar, slip 1t
over the seedling so the collar is half
above and half below the ground .
Zinnias were named for Joha nn Gottfried Zinn, a Germa n professor and physician of Botany and Medicine a t Gottl inger Uni v e rsity.

Cont'd on bottom of next column
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"MEET OUR CONTRIBUTOR"
OZARK GARDENS BEGONIA WRITER.

When I asked Mother about it, she
thought for a few minutes and said ae
near as she could remember she had been
on her way up the hill to the mail box
when she heard a noise and saw something move under a Hazelnut bush.
She
went nearer to investigate and found it
was a little baby. She brought it home
with her and that was me. I don't need
to tell you that I watched
Hazelnut
bushes closely for a long time.
Years
later when I asked her about it again
she told me how it really happened.
One cold November day, in a small
frame house, down in a hollow in the
Jzark Mountains, in the state of Missouri, I announced my arrival, all
three and one half pounds of me.
They
looked again at the bed that was wait·
ing for me and then at me and figured
if they put rue in it they would never
be able to find me again~so until another bed could be built, I was bedded
iown in my dad's :shoe box. None of the
clothes would fit, even the name was
too big,Genevieve was changed to Daisy.
Perhaps they thought I wsq not going to
grow.
The first ten years of my life were
not very stable. We never stayed in one
place very long.
My Dad was always
chas.ing rainbows and there was a new
one to chase by the time the years crop
was harvested. The last trip to Arkansas came when I was about five years
old and there were then three children.
Our house was a covered wagon and the
team of horses was my fathers pride and
joy.
To him, they could out run any
other team on the road and he was usually the challenger to all races. What
a shambles there was to pick up and
straighten up inside the wagon after
one of these wild dashes over roads
that had never seen road repair unless
it was someone worki ng out his Pole
Taxes. I'll never forget one of his
races. We caught up and were passing a
Ozark Gardens
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Daisy Austin 1510 Kimberly Ave.
Anaheim, Caiif. 92802

farm wagon which did not have a bed on
the frame and was driven by a couple of
young boys.
How could they resist a
chance to race and away we went. As we
passed them I started a rush for the
back of our wagon for more looks but
near the tail gate1 a feather bed and I
became entangled and we both sailed out
the back of the wagon followed by my
brother who followed me everywhere.
It was on this trip that I met my
first swinging bridge.
We had camped
on the opposite side of the river from
a town and jor some reason my mother
wanted to go into town. She was carrying my sister, and I was
holding
my
brother's hand.
She said walk slowly
and stay in the middle of the bridge.
All was going well and we were about
nidway when a young man came up behind
AS
and started the bridge
swinging.
That did it!
I sat down and ~nere was
no moving me. I remember the man laughing and picking my brother and I up and
carrying us the rest of ·the way.
Ano.ther baby and another yP.ar or two
of nomadic living was all
my
mother
could stand, she and dad parted. Until
her health broke and she passed away
she tried to make a living for us. The
next two years home was with whiCh ever
relative could take us for a spell until one aunt and uncle were ~eady to adopt us legally. Then for
the first
time in my life I could go to school
for a
full
year without changing
achools.

·=--··

Daisy Austin at the age of 5 on the
right. Her brother age 2 that followed
her where ever she went. Our story con5 tinues on the next page.

MEET

OUR

CONTRIBUTOR

Most of the schools in the Ozarks
were still one room schools.
And if
you have never attended a small
rural
school with a total registration for
all eight grades, the number of pupils
now crowded into one room for one grade
you have truly misseg one of life's experiences.
Especially if the school
building had been built on the side of
a hill where the trees had been cleared
and the lumber used to build the school
house.
The well dug by hand and the
water drawn by a bucket attached to a
rope or chain through a pulley fastened
to a frame built above the well. When
the water was drawn it was poured into
a bucket and set on a bench by the door
where all could get a drink from the
same tin or enameled dipper. Once in
awhile a bucket and chain would get away and fall to the bottom of the well.
This didn't happen too often because it
usually meant a switching for someone.
The size of the switch depended upon
whether the teacher cut it or sent a
pupil out to get one.
Lunches were packed in various size
pails,
usually empty lard buckets.
They had to be large enough to hold a
sandwich,
jelly bread, for the morning
and afternoon recesses besides the number for noontime.
A game of seven
sticks was more popular than a game of
baseball.
Too many home. runs could be
made while the ball was being chased to
the bottom of the hill and returned.
After the first frost and the persimmons were ripe it was an unwritten
law between the older girls and boys,
(which ever finished lunch first but it
had to be an even start) to begin the
race to the top of the hill where the
trees were; got the persimmons for that
day and don't think we girls couldn't
climb trees as fast as the boys. Thie
pastime was good only for a few days
because the opossums ate by night and
they were not as particular as we were
as to ripeness. But at the age of
twelve I was through with all this, I
graduated from grade school, as it was
Ozark Gardens
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then called, head of the class too because I was the whole class. Here I
was too young to go to the wicked city
and no high school near enough to attend.
Consolidated school districts were
beginning to be established in the more
accessible transportation areas. This
particular school died with the generation under it's roof, as the first
graders graduated from the eigth grade
there were no more youngins' to take
their places.
Automobiles, often called machines, had come to the hills and
if the boys could keep them running we
could go to town. Times were changing
and the older folks could no longer
keep .the younger ones "down on the
farm".
Many of the older ones were
then forced to move to smaller communities but not many would brave the larger cities.
~he children of the Ozarks whose play
grounds and every day living areas are
the hills and valleys soon know each
bird and animal species and their habits.
The same with the flora. As I
read "The Fascinating World of Herbs
Passing in Review", by Dr. Sanders and
in his column he mentions some of the
plants and the medicines derived from
them and their remedies, recall the
memories of the times I've collected
some of the very same roots and leaves,
dried and shipped the sacks to the companies buying them. Skullcap and Jimpson weed were the easiest and most
plentiful.
My little grandmother knew
where everything grew and during the
times I stayed with ner and she would
let me go,I went with her leaf picking.
She also kept a number of bee hives in
back of her garden.
The bees never
seemed to bother her and she would work
~ith
them without a bee veil and only
used a hand smoke bellows. These same
bees and I were not on the same friendly terms.
It was grandmothers medicinal knowledge that healed the soles of my feet
the time I ran through a bed of hot
coals from a fire left after the heating of wash water in a huge iron pot.
She used parts of a cactus similar to
the prickly pear variety of the southwest deserts.
This one Cactus grew in
back of her garden on the bank of a
ravine.
Where or how or when it came
there and survived the cold winters no
one seemed to know.
Perhaps it too
came in with the same storm
that
brought the pine tree. The long needle
pines were not native to this area of
the Ozarks but there it was. Everytime I hear the song"The Lonesome Pine"
it is this tree that comes to my mind.
It was somewhere between the age of
nine and twelve that I arrived at two
seperate conclusions, probably not at
the same time or even the same year.
They being: I was going to get al~ the
education I possibly could and I was
going to get out of life only as much
Cont'd on page 7

Meet Our Contributor cont'd
as much as I would put into it.
Today
these two determinations are still part
of my life.
I finally did get the opportunit~ to
go to high school but never for a full
year at one time, sometimes almost but
not quite.
As soon as the crisis was
over back I'd go for another try. This
higher education ambition began in Herculaneum, then to Webster Groves, Missouri and on to Phoenix, Arizona. It
was here the ambition was detoured for
a number of years for marriage and two
children.
Then came World War 11 and I was
again faced with making a living for
myself and daughter. During the time I
was in Phoenix and the war I worked in
a defense plant where Navy planes were
converted to Army planes.
I worked in
the armament section,
installing the
guns in the turrets and ground testing
them.
I would have tested them in the
air too only one of the requirements
was one parachute jump had to have been
made.
That was alright but I wasn't
heavy enough to make the jump. My
ninety - eight pounds was not enough to
pull me back to terra firma.
At the close of the war I came
to
California and went to work for Western
Union in both the Los Angeles and Long
Beach offices. Was considering foreign
communications as the offer was attractive but this unfinished high school
wa~ unfinished business and it was time
something vas done about it. California has a wonderful
Adult
Education
Program and through this, by working
during the day and attending evening
classes, I managed to finish that high
school and two years of college under
Business Administration. It opened new
employment opportunities and I did work
for a number of years in payroll and
accounting, finding it dull and unexciting.
During this time my daughter
had grown up, married, and she and her
husband had started a family of their
own.
I wasn't putting much into life
and I wasn't getting much out of it and
yet it was because of this I re•entered
the "Poor Man's University".
In this
Library Campus I can become lost for
days pursuing subjects and projects.
I went back to studying about my beloved plants, the course was there, the
text books and supplementary reading,
even the laboratory experiments
and
their conclusions. I was free to travel
on all collecting trips with the botanists.
For the past fifteen years my daughter and her family and I have shared
homes. I have one of those one-in-amillion son-in-laws. Perhaps our recipe for "getting along" is we respect
each others rights and the right to be
individuals.
It was after moving to Anaheim, California and taking up residence on the
Anaheim. Library Campus, I noticed a
directory listing of Plant Societies,
Ozark Gardens
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complete with a name and address for
further information
I picked out a
few and wrote to them. The American
Begonia Society was one I decided to
join.
Later joining others and I have
held offices in each society I've ever
joined.
Looking back I can say this has been
a wonderful century to have been born
into for never has there been as much
history made or made as quickly.
I'm
thinking of the different modes of
transporation I've used as an example.
From the horse and buggy to the jet
airlines and to be followed anyday by
space carriers or ships.
Scientists
seem fairly sure there is no plant life
on the moon but some of the other planets hold promise.
This I am watching
and when plaht life is established ---well perhaps my plants and I ---- anyway I'm giving it some thought.
Mrs. Roy Benson, Boscobel, Wis.

As the ground is covered with that
beautiful white snow and flower beds
are all nestled in so cozy,
our
thoughts can picture how things looked
last summer and perhaps how it will again look the coming year. The new
Cosmos Sunset was lovely. Some of the·
flowers were double but even though
they were not it was beyond any description. The petals were of a brilliant red orange. Some crested in the
centers and some not. I also had the
Yellow Goldcrest but they, along with
the pink and reds couldn't measure up
to the new sunset. Then there was the
cute little peach tomatoes in red and
yellow. These have a dull fuzzy, flnlsh when they mature so they have the
appearance of a peach but taste like
any other tomatoes. There were also
the various love in mist from the pretty standy b.lues and whites through the
pinks and purples. The red flowering
beans which make their brilliant splash
of color. A row of these brings back
memories of Grandma's day when she had
their cousins climbing over the little
house. These are a bush type.
The chocola·t e peppes, which
stay
chocolate once they mature. They add a
bit of color to the green, red, and
yellow ones in various relishes. The
prickly poppy adds it's color to the
acreage with it's papery blooms of
white with lots of thorns. It looks
almost of the cactus family. Their
cousins in colors of white, pink and
red. The garden was a riot in itself
of lavender and plum color when the
hollyhock geranium blo omed after frost
had killed all else. Each time these
started going to seed they were cut
back. Before long they would be right
b~ck with
their pretty little faces.
S~nce these are quite hardy they finally took over the whole garden. Now all
is sound asleep but they'll be back
with the warm .breezes wafting o'er the
hill come spring, and the whipporwills
call to us that it is time to plant
-7- the corn.

WESTERN
NOTES
By Cactus Pappy
114 Natal Way
Vista, Calif .
A cool,windy, and cloudy day,We nave
had another big rain, one of those
soaking ones· that did so much good but
the plants outdoors are just standing
still. Feb. is recognized as the first
spring month here, so when it warms up
and the sun shines those plants in the
ground will take off and· before we know
it, w.ill be in bloom . My Bells of Ireland , snaps, stock and carnations are
all just waiting for the warm earth to
send them on their way, A few plants
were nipped by frosts icy fingers, but
as it was in the light of the moon,
there was no deep freeze and they will
only lose a few leaves . I have been
making fuschia cuttings and starting
them in moist vermiculite. I let my
cuttings set in a B. I . solution for a
fe w hours , then dip them in a good
rooting harmone and most all of them
get off to a good s tart . In containers
I use the same potting medium for all
p l ants . One part peat mos s, one part
s a nd , on e part steer manure a nd one
part v e r miculite . The yo ung
tran s planted seedlings s oon catch hold and
make good growth in this mixtur e .
Seed catal ogs have come in a big
batch and I go through them with a fine
comb , make a big list-, then , when I
order cut it down . I ' m going to try to
grow Snow Ball bushes from seed as they
do we ll ~ere , but not many of them around • .Isn ' t that GO-GO Impatient of
Parks Seed Company a honey? I hope to
have a few of them. The new bush s we e t
pea called San Frisco is another new
type offered this year for the first
time, and I'm giving them a whirl . They
are a deep rose with yellow centers and
have the same long stems as the former
type of sweet peas, but require no netting or staking . I'm very fond of delphinium but I really don't care for the
Pacific strain . I admire the Wrexham,
or English strain better, and have seed
orders of them. There is also a new
hardy carnation I ' m trying out but here
all carnations are hardy .
As I pruned my roses last week, it
almost broke my heart to cut off buds
which were too leggy,but I trimmed them
all back and
made a lot of cuttings .
I'm going to raise some gladiolus this
year but down the coast from here they
grow acres of them ; just one big flower
basket when they bloom . My watsonias
are hig~ from which I will get some
early blooms . They are all white.
Ozark Ga rdens
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Our Orange County Cactus Society , of
which I was the founder and Daddy , has
invited me to their meeting this week
honoring all past presidents and because I was the first president , This
is a wonderful group of people and a
visit to their club is always enjoyed ,
but I ' ll have to pass it up as other
commitments make it impossible to attend. I have sent them a letter to be
read to the club members , The President, Jeane Patton wrote me saying they
keep tab on me and each month read my
article to their group, that is my
"Western Notes."
Happy gardening to
you all!
Palomar Cactus Society,over a hundred
strong, held their Jan. meeting with a
full house and a fine program conducted
by Gilbert Voss our program chairman.
He showed slides of his collection trip
to Old Mexico, good slides. His talk
of them was well received . He is a
Yfung man that I'm pleased to call
"my friend" . He always brings me some
new specimen of a plant from each .trip.
He spent his Christmas vacation ·down
there climbing over the rocks looking
for new ones or rare ones . He not only
knows how to grow them , but knows their
botanical names too .
Our North County Shade Garden Club
a lso held their Jan . meeting . Maury,
our vice president , showed slides he
made on a trip to Japan , very colorful
and interesting . These meetings are
always a joy to me. both to hear and
see their fine programs and also to get
some good plants on t~e exchange table .
Three of my neighbor boys leave s oon
f or the draft, and it makes my heart
heavy to see them go .
I think I would
be a very happy person to hear that
this useless war was over so our boys
could come home . I know the whol e
country is saddened by the firey death
of the three astronauts last Friday .
All such fine young men and today they
are taking their last plane ride to the
burial grounds in our National c eme teries , God rest their souls in peace .
I know several Marines over there in
the war and each night I pray for their
safety. I know many of you have sons
or friends in the service , so just take
a few minutes time and send them a letter. It is sure a blessed time when
mail call comes over there , and to Rnow
you still think of them .
We are now on the threshold of another growing tieason . My wish for all of
you is a happy growing one . "Look to
the sun , and the shadows will always be
behind you." Vaya c on dios.

*************************************

COUNTRY WORLD
The magazin e ~ Small Town America
featuring flowers, gardening , nature
and "Martha Hoffman Seed Exchange"
Sample 30¢; $1 . 50 per year. R2,Box
100G, Carmi , Ill . 62821

-s-************************************~

FI ower Ranch

News

MRS. HATTIE H. DAVIDSON
Rt. 1, Box 20'4
West Palm Beach, Pla.

The weather so far this January has
been mild, cooling off nicely but not
too much after dark.
We do need rain .
The few light showers we have had just
barely keep a green sheen on the grass.
Not enough moisture to induce growth so
there is no mowing to be done. That is
nice, too. When things do grow, my job
usually runs to weeding and there has
been little of that to do this winter.
weeds appear to be summer plants, they
need warmth and rain.
One very cool spell around Christmas
turned the Amaryllis straps yellow, so
now they hang limp and look very untidy. We do not separate them from the
bulb as they will rot off and add mulch
around the bulb.
Depending on the
weather, the flowers will appear either
in late March or in April. We have one
large bed and two smaller plantings
nearby so the many different colored
blooms make a really good showing.
In a recent copy of the American Horticultural
magazine, various Datura
specie took the spot light.
I never
knew there were so many and that there
is a red flowered variety.
They are
members of the Night shade or Solanaceae family. The common Jimson weed
which grows so plentifully in north
Florida and in Georgia is a great worry
to farmers in those areas. Many of the
Night shade plants are of a toxic nature.
I used to grow Datura,
both
white and purple flowers.
These were
more or less an annual, the plants
lived at the longest for two years.
They made a terrific amount of seeds in
huge prickly pods.
At present we have
~hat is
a perennial plant, more tree
than shrub, blooms four or five times a
year, and makes no seed. One has pure
white trumpet flowers and the other has
apricot colored flowers.
Each bloom
lasts for several days and they all always appear at the same time. Propagation is very easy with cuttings.
In
looking over pictures and reading descriptions , I remain a bit confused so
am not going to identify the plants we
have here at Flower Ranch.
The name
Datura is enough.
Right after the Christmas holidays, I
came across several articles
stating
that Poinsettias and Mistletoe were
both on the poisonous list and to beware when handling them. These stories
were written up in scary wording. It
doesn't seem necessary, to me,
to
frighten people. One doesn't eat such
plants and just from touch, how few
people would be allergic . There are
many, many plants which bring on skin
allergies,but not to people as a whole,
· only a few are affected. Now down here,
the Oleander is used to scare people.
They bloom in the spring and are beautiful.
Often they put on several more
Qzar~
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bloom periods during the summer months.
If a person fears contact with a plant ,
don't touch it.
They can be admired
and look so much better growing outioors as Nature intended.
There are a few things in the Euphorbia family which.cive me an itch. One
good itch patch is sufficient warning
not to touch again. One very unfriendly plant in that family is the Milk (or
pencil or candle) plant. This is E.tirucalli.
It has a heavy milk sap,
just to break a tiny stem will start
bleeding.
It is a safe rule to avoid
contact with Milky sap or any moisture
from a plant which appears sticky or
white colored.
The Diffenbachia,
a common house
plant, is a c_ommon offender. It is
said to cause difficulty in speaking
when any jui~e · from the stems has been
absorbed thru the pores of the skin.
Therefore the name "Dumb Cane".
Even the white sap which flows from
a green Papaya fruit can cause skin
irritation. It is always advisable to
wear ~loves and keep the hands away
from ones face. So let's not be scared of our plants.
Why give up the
pleasure of a live plant when trouble
from it can so easily be avoided.

WILD FLOWERS

Wild Flowers on Grand Mesa, Colorado
By _G ertrude McCormick,Delta,Colo.

WILD FLOWERS I ENJOYED IN ARIZONA
Grand Mesa plants now sleep under a
bed of once soft, but now frozen snow.
Ski-doos rush hither and yon above them
and skiers take their pleasure at the
new Powderhorn Ski Course. Deep snow
will mean lovely flowers for next summer.
So let's visit about Wildflowers in
Arizona. The dry land plants in Arizona
~re
in direct contrast to the Grand
Mesa plants with the abundant supply of
water furnished by snowbanks, lakes,
creeks and springs. Grand Mesa plants
grow tall and luscious in the short
season allotted to them. Desert plants
have long seasons which may be dry or
wet and the plants have made marvellous
adjus~ment to their environment.
Botanical families of plants each
carry their own.distinguishing characteristic-so the ·_Globemallow in Arizona
looks much like the Globemallow in ColCont'd on page 12

,9.~ e~~t;.f.~~j~~l,Co~f..~~~j
THE WINTER HARDY CROLLA (CLYDRNOPUNTIA)
The shrubby or tree cactus inhabits
the so called "waste spaces" of the
southwestern states, from Colo., Okla.,
on south and west to the oceans. While
all of these cannot be classified as
HARDY, many of them have been transplanted to gardens far removed from
natural habitat. For instance, we have
grown successfully, for a number of
years , cholla from Okla., Tex., New
Mex., Ariz., and Nev., also two "mimiclydindropuntia" from an unknown origin. There are still one or two more I
would like to obtain which I have seen
growing in a garden in southeastern
Utah. Like all collectors, never completely satisfied! This does not intend ~o convey they can be grown anywhere that the usual run of platy-opuntias are found naturally and transplanted successfully. Unhappily there
are very few of them that will take to
heavy rainfall and unusually low temperat ures without some sort of winter
pr otection. They vary in size, spinal
armament and blossoms greatly
from
specie to specie .
Canon City i s surrounded by foothills
and mountains on all sides and we are
supposed to have the best all round
climate in the state . However, up here
on this wind swept hill where we live,
the more venerable of the species need
some protection. For instance, c. kleiniae needs the protection the eastern
side of our home affords against the
prevailing west and northwestern winds,
which sends its icy blasts howling down
thru the canyon west and northwest of
this area. In that protected spot it
has grown from about one foot in highth
to about six foot and needs drastic
pruning even with the heavy demand for
cuttings. It is a free bloomer , blossoms being a dusky purple, about 1i" in
diameter followed by persistent green
fruit. Spines are not too numerous,but
demand respect! This is a Tex. native,
but was acclimated to Okla. and it was
from that state the original cutting
came .
One Okla. native which also demands
protection from the wintery winds as
well as some from the July sun, is the
only · hardy variety of that species
which is also found in Tex. and Ariz.
Commonly called "tasajillo",
also
"Christmas cactus". This latter name
results from the red fruits that remain

on the plants thru the winter. My one
small ~lant,sent from Tenn., grown under the protecting "wing" of a large
shrubby Opuntia Engelmani , also from
Tenn., but originally from Arizona.
Botanically, Clydrnopuntia leptocalis.
Stems are less than pencil size in the
branches but main stem
increases
slightly in diameter with age .
1t
branches freely, mostly with inch long
stems in this climate. These stems
will be shed thru a period of drought
and with a soaking rain will take root
and form new plants . For me it has not
as yet put out blossoms, but in habitat
they are green to yellow. Spines on
this variety are much less in number
and considerably shorter than the more
southern varieties. The non
hardy
varieties will also reach a highth of 3
feet.
Another Tex. import is C. Davisii. A
low shrubby, golden spines species, aboyt as wicked as the well known "jumping cactus" of Arizona, which it resembles in miniature form .
Blossoms are
olive green to yellow , but owing to the
number of stems "pruned" each year , I
have never been able to get a blossom
till my luck changed in early spring .
Some friends from Okla. collected a box
of branches from plants in the Texas
panhandle and sent them to me . One bud
formed,and as luck would have it , guests
kept me too occupied the day it opened
and I failed to see it, that after having the plants for at least 12 years!
But it is one of those that can and
does take our cold winds without pr otection. It is one of th~ few hardy
cacti that can be positively identified
by its tuberous roots. From Tex. cacti
I note it was named for Sec . of War,
Jefferson Davis , during whose term of
office it was discovered and named. We
wondered if its wicked spines had any
connection to its being named for t he
Sec. of War!
SAFE
A storm or snow
May kill a flower
But will not kill
Its seeds
For they are kept safe
By God's pure will
Who knows their needs
And digs no grave.
Ingrid Sherman
xxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY offers
Quarterly publications beautifully ill-·
ustrated, an international seed
exchange of around 600 varieties of rock
and alpine plants including 100 different primulas, and a culture chart to
assist in the growing of species primula. U.S.A. 83.50 per year . Mrs . Lawrence G. Tait, Trea. 14015 84th Ave . N.
E. Bothell, Wash . 98011
xxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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·not very favourable to these plants,
being in an extreme degree, dependant
on sunshine for their healthy developT.C.Leopold-R.D.1,Box 227
ment. The solar radiation is only sufFairview,Pa.16415
ficient from May till August , supposing
Cactus Tidbits gives the following space a high all this time. But there are
to a very good Friend that enjoys Cacti frequently clouds and rain which lower
the number of hours with sunshine. So
far this year 90 hours missed alone in
July to the normal conditions. It would
be a hard judge on our part if we did
as Mr. T.C. Leopold wrote in his "Cactus Tidbits": "I think I will stop
this hobby if there are no blooms in
two years, it's not for me"! Here, we
~re happy to see our cacti growing in a
healthy state not at all expecting that
they will have blooms each year. If a
~actus shows buds and developes them to
blooms then that means a happy event
for me demonstrating that I was succesful to manage the right conditions of
cultivation. It was with a very great
success, that my "Night's Queen" twice
was in bloom in 1961 and 1962. In the
winter of 1962/63 this plant perished
in the cold, to prove how difficult and
expensive it is to maintain the practical exercise of our hobby, for I had
spared with heating in my green-house
and I lost a number of pilose cacti and
also the Selenicereus . To start from
this low, I will try to tell the conditions of cultivation cacti in this
part of Europe.
Mr. William Mobius
My collection contains about
300
Falkenberg, Mark- DDR 1312
plants, too many to place them in winKr. Bad Freinwalde,Postfach
dows. I have a green-house 2 x 3 mtrs.
German Democratic Republic
especially to protect the plants during
the winter-time. During the summer-In our region (I stay in the Eastern
time a place in the garden is prepared
Part of Germany) on the 52 degree of
to arrange the cacti in a decorative
latitude which corresponds with the reand photogenic group. From October till
gion of the Western part of the border May I have to heat.
The heating plant
between the u.s.A. and Canada. By most
consists of two radiators (each 500
people the idea cactus is connected
watt) and a thermostat.
The variation
with the name of the "Night's Queen",
of temperaturg I have fi~ed till now is
the Selenicereus grandiflorus ,
where
between 42. 8
and 60.8 F. To spare,
naturally this special latin name is
electric current from November till
unknown to them: But then and now there
April, I cover the green-house and from
are items that a plant of this genus
this moment there is only ~Etificial
was in bloom in a Botanical Gardens or
light from 6 o'clock till 18
in the
in the green-house of a grower. So by green-house with the colours"day-light"
most people the "Night's Queen" is
light-yellow and "pink" by fluorescent
meant for the great family of Cacti at
tubes.
For many years I have tried to
all.
find the right harmony between temperaBut there are many people who love
ture, light and moisture dur i ng the
flowers in the windows and so one can winter-time to obtain a summer climate
see strolling through the streets per- for a maximum, in growing and blooming.haps an Echinopsi s or other decorate
For there is, without a doubt, a direct
cactus-plants. Nor everyone hol~s out connection between the period of stuntto cacti, received as a boy or g~rl, a
ing and the disposition to bloom. I
cutting of an Echinopsis or even a
don't think that the rest cacti have in
flowerpot with different species for a
our region from the middle of July to
birthday. To the general sympathy with the middle of August is essential for
flowers one must add a special sense
the blooming next year •.Here are the rewhen these curious plants just fascin- sults of my experiments to attain flowate a person for a whole life so much ers:
that one maintains a vigilant eye for A. 1. Temperature
42.8 - 50.0 F.
'these rare plants whether they are,
2. Small artificial light
standing in a window, in a garden or
3. Absolute dry
viewed in journals and magazines.
Bad result: Loss of roots and
I am in such a state s ince more than
therefore
growth
thirty years. It is a difficult task
behind time.
Few
East
to have this hobby so far in the
flowers.
of Europe under conditions which are
4. Difficult
adaptation to daylight. Loss of olants.
-11cont'd on next page
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Tidbits

Cactus Tidbits and Mr. Mobius cont'd
B.

1. Temperature
57.2 - 60.8° F.
2, Bright artificial light
3. Moderate moisture
Result: Better that A. Also few
flowers, Minor loss of
plants.

c.

1. Temperature from Nov.-Feb.55.4F.
From March: Night 55.4--Day 60.8
2. Bright artificial light
3. Moisture from week to week
(Spraying the water)
Result: Better than B.
Slight
Losses of plants.
Making a deduction of these tests I
dare say that it is important to maintain a minimum of growth to keep off
plant diseases , and to vary also in
winter-time the temperature between day
and night.
Not before the middle of April can I
dismantle the shelter of the greenhouse.
First, a month later there is
no risk to bring the cacti in the open
air, but not the pilaus ones. This is
also the time for propagation from
seeds. Important supposition to obtain
good results, is a glass frame that can
be heated.
The seeds spring up best
when out of doors the so-called "growing weather" (i.e. damp, warm air) prevails.
There is also a second task
during the high season between May and
September; to graft those cacti which
are not capable of developing, or to
keep their roots for various reasons.
Sorry to say, I can only suggest, but
cannot prove these reasons.
For instance a Gymnocalycium grows well for
three years under the same condit-ions,
but the following year (I am awaiting
it to flower) becomes sickly, begins to
shrink, in the same mixture of soilother Gymnocalyciums are growing with
good results.
Or another example; in
the green-house most cacti are set directly in the soil cases without pots.
Observing that a cactus ceases to grow,
'I remove it and give it another place
with the result that a short time later
in most cases it is growing well. Also
seedlings in age of two or three years
begin to sicken. My recipe: I have so
called convalescence-dishes in which I
plant together the ailing seedlings
with Echinopsis-seedlings which swell
with health.
It is a fact that within
a month or earlier , the weak seedlings
of other genera begin to relax. There
must be a substance in the rootlets of
the health seedlings or plants which
r~diate,
like a vital force throughout
the soil and stimulate the metabolism
in the roots of the ailing seedlings.
So every day during summer-time is filled with observations and as a result
of them, with improvements, change of
place, grafting, transplanting and (not
approved by all cacfus-growers) hybridizing, not to fail the battle against
Ozark Gardens
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insects leapecially the earwigs) and
slug-snails.
In the winter there is time enough to
make way through the bibliography of
our hobby. This .is no less interestin@
than cultivating the prickly plants.
Just more, it is the most important
precondition to survey the wonderful
abundant diversity of the great family
of the Cactaceae and for us here in
East-Europe to have hints of the living
conditions of our plants in their native places.
Even with the humble experiences with my small collection, I
can state then and now, that there are
voids in the way of describing exactingly enough the habit of a genus, itE
flowers and so on . My Aporocactus flagelliformis (nearly ten years old), the
"Serpentine Cactus", this year sproutec
buds also at the tops of its limbs. 1
have not found a hint in literature to
this abnormity.
Summerizing the experiences with my
cacti I may say there is much joy with
them , even under, or perhaps just because of the permanently changing difficulties here, thousands of miles remote of their native places. And there
is, not to forget to emphasize,the happy desire to widen the collection and
to keep it.
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Wild Flowers cont'd
orado. An interesting difference intrigues me-Glo bema-llow, orange - colored, growing on dry de sertlike land
near Phoenix, it o ften grows three to
four feet tall. Blooms there may be
pink, rose, peach or lavender. Ours in
the mountains are usually white or a
pale pinkish orchid.
Lupine grows along many Arizona highways much as it grows in the mountains,
though the mountain plant may grow
taller and spread out more in moist locations.
We find the four-petaled
mustard
blooming anytime from March to September. The brilliant yellow one- almost
a gold color matches the gold of the
Mexican goldpoppy . This flower, related to the California Poppy which we
grow in our home gardens, is perhaps
the champion of Arizona wildflowers for
the unusual flower display it puts on
in a wet season, Hillsides take on the
color of the gold of the Long-lost
Dutchman's mine.
A flower new to me, I found growing
in a field near my Mobile Home Park.
Escobita owlclover, an annual growing
six to eight inches tall,literally carpets the ground with blooms of a deep
pink-resembling to some extent
our
Red Clove~ heads. It belongs to the
Figwort family and the Spanish "Escobita" means little bloom.
I have told you of our beautiful blue
and lavender penstemon which grow on
the slopes of Grand Mesa. In Arizona,
I found brilliant red and red orange
penstemon and a large pink one. The
Wild Flowers cont'd on page 15

A Visit with Mary Walton
311 S. Center Drive
West Memphis, Ark. 72301
Spring is the magic time of year for
flower lovers, for nature seems to
burst out in flower and leaf until the
earth is covered with beauty. When the
world is awakening anew, it is wonderful to be able to work with plants and
to become a part of it all. Sometimes
I wish I could sing like the birds do,
for sheer joy! We have had a week of
spring-like weather and the mockingbird
is singing like spring was here already. As I worked in my greenhouse,
they perched on the tree limbs, singing
as if they knew it was surely just around the corner.
Flowers, like people, are all so different, each with their own special
likes and dislikes. And yet I have
found that with moderate care and growing conditions, they adapt themselves
amazingly well and grow into
nice
plants even if not given the choicest
conditions.
Lately, the African Violets have been
the most colorful plants in my greenhouse. They have covered themselves
with blooms, i~ all shades of the rainbow. I can hardly get any work done
for just look j r.g at them, they are so
lovely.
The "piggy back plant" (tolmiea menziesii) is an interesting little plant
that is easy to grow and quite an oddity. It comes from the west coast and
grows native from our own Calif. coast
to Alaska. It has bright green toothed
leaves, with white hairs (quite fine)
over the leaves. At the base of mature
leaves, small young plants are produced
which may be removed and rooted. The
bloom, though insignificant, is small
and greenish white with a touch of wine
red. These plants are excellent for a
beginner a& they grow quite easily.
They may be grown at 40 to 45 degrees
with good light , or some sunshine, although it is not required. Any good
potting soil mixture, and adequate waOzark Gardena
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ter will produce nice plants. They
should be watered when dry but not kept
wet.
Another plant that grows well and
makes a nice addition to flower collections, is the many varieties of hoya.
There are many kinds, hoya carnosa,
hoya carnosa variegata, hoya bella,
hoya exotica, and many more. They are
commonly called "wax plants" and truly
the thick leaves appear to be coated
with wax. H. carnosa has solid r,reen
leaves, also hoya bella (a dwarf variety much like it) as well as some of
the others. H. variegata and exotica
and some of the others are beautifully
shaded with white and pink. The blooms
too are wax-like and grow in round
clusters of small star-shaped flowers.
If you have a hoya, you will find lumps
along the · vines and this is where the
blooms will appear. Their requirements
are quite modest and they are rapid
growers. Good soil, some sun and adequate water quickly produees a nice
plant. Through the winter, they require less water. In spring, begin to
water more freely, give as much sun as
possible and they will flower quite
readily. Various varieties of
hoya
originate in different countries of the
far East and south Pacific. H. Carnosa
comes from South China and Queensland;
H. darwinii from the Phillipines; H.
gigas from New Guinea; H. Globulosa
from Sikkim, Himalayas; H. imperialis
from Borneo and so on. If you have a
hoya I did not list and are interested
in its origin, if you will write me I
may be able to tell you. It is always
interesting to me to learn where my
plants originate.
Another good winter bloomer I've enjoyed this year has been my jasmines. I
have several of them, Grand Duke of
Tuscany which comes from Italy; "Spanish jasmine" or"Poet 1 s jasmine" (Jasminum officinale grandiflorum)
from
Kashmir~
Himalayas; "Arabian Jasmine"
(sambac) from India and Arabia. They
have green leaves, somewhat like privet
hedge, although varying in size from
the small, slender leaf of Spanish Jasmine to larger leaf of Grand Duke which
grows in whorls and appear somewhat
quilted, and Arabian jasmine which are
quite large and broad. In the same order as listed before, the blooms vary
from small, white star blooms to very
double gardenia like flowers, to nearly
single flowers , silver dollar size. All
are very fragrant and my whole greenhouse is perfumed with them. Jasmines
require a lot of sun for good blooming
but make good houseplants because they
do not require a lot of humidity as
some plants do. They grow quite large
unless they are kept trimmed back. They
are not too particular about soil, any
good mixture, and watering sufficient
to prevent drying out will produce a
nice plant.
I would like to say "thank you" to
the many kind people who have written
me.

BIRTHDAY CLUB
HOLLOW-LOG BIRD HOUSES,Blue
birds-Swallows-etc hunt na
ural nest sites. Erect
uine HOLLOW-LOG houses t
welcome their return. Watc
them nest, then feed
young seeds and insects,Wren
size 2.~0-Bluebird $3.50 Ppd. Dealers
wanted-FREE BROCHURE, EARL DOUGLASS--Red Creek N.Y. 1
De

When answering ads, please mention
OZARK GARDENS
Herbs are my favorite hobby.
I am
anxious to obtain seeds of Lemon Basil.
I make hand made ceramic Pot-pourri
jars with inner lids.
Enjoy trading
hobbies with others when possible. Ruth
Rurfner, Box 361, R.D. 1, Riverview,
Vandergrift, Pa. 15690
Dear Friend:
I have the red flowering
orchid cactus and would like other
colors.
Anyone know where I could get
some slips reasonable-or swap for red
orchid cactus slips? Elizabeth Kauffman
Rt. 1, Box 117, Conewango Valley, N.Y.
14726
Dear Editor: Please send me your "Ozark
Gardens" for the next two years. I have
seen copies of your delightful book
from friends, and thihk it is just marvelous. Enclosed is a check for 14.50.
. Alice Kyzivat, Brookfield, Ill.
Irene Norwood 2312 Redwood, Memphis,
Tenn. 38108, Irene is looking for a
Bronze leaf Begonia with white blooms.
Will buy or trade. If you have this
type of Begonia please write to her.

MAKE BIRTHDAYS more fun by joining
OG's Birthday Club. Shower honorees
with cards, letters or items of the
hobby interests. The club is open
,free of charge to all su~r;~ers
MISS NORA DEAN, 415 East RfVert.,
Graham, N.C. 27253 BD Dec. 16, ? I am
a semi shut in and would like mail.
MRS. JOHN REUTTER, Sterling,
Neb.
68443 BD Feb, 20, 1904. Interested in
all kinds of flowers and pen pals.
OPAL REYNOLDS, Frana Lane, Amelia,
Ohio 45102 BD Feb. 8,? Hobbies are
flowers and receiving letters. Love
to see a full mail box, will answez
all.
MRS. E.A. COVINGTON, Rt.7, Box 325,
Fayetteville, N.C. 28306 BD March 23,
1895. Hobbies are flowers of any kind,
gardening. I make aprons and quilt
tops.
MRS. E.D. EMORY, 1104 So. 13th St.,
Birmingham, Ala. 35205 BD March 29,
1903. Hobbies are ornamental pepper
seeds, begonias and cactus or cactus
seed.
ANNA B. DAVIS, Clayton, Wash. 99110.
BD March 4, 1909. Interests are Rex
Begonias, Bromelians ,and pen pals.
MRS. A.J. McGuiness, 22 Glendale St.,
Worcester, Mass. 01602 BD Jan. 4, 1897
Hobbies are all kinds of plants, especially houseplants, cacti, pets of
all kinds, reading writing and would
like pen pals.
MRS. JETTA HAMILTON, Box 1082, El Paso
Texas. 79946 BD March 4, 1918. Hobbies are gardening, writing and collecting poetry about the outdoors,collecting 78 rpm recordings and collecting costume jewelry.

B. Marsalese,
280 Coal Hollow Rd.
Verona, Penna. 15147 would like to know
if anyone has the African Violet with
the very, very spooned leaf Like a little canoe.? Had one, but lost it so I
would like another. Will swap. I am MRS. MILDRED KOOP, 8 So. Hickory Ave.,
also looking for some miniature African Fox Lake, Ill. 60020 BD March 19, 1907
Hobbies are houseplants of all kinds,
Violets.
raising perennials and all plants from
seed. Need more flower robin members.
Love Ozark Gardens.
FORSYTHIA
MRS. MAUDE SHETLER, 425
Cornelius
Golden bells ringing
Circle E.·, Sarasota, Fla. 33580 BD
The melody of spring from
March 25,? Interests are quilts and
Every stark branch,
flowers of all kinds.
Margaret Elliott

Mr. Harry Miller, 1419

NOTICE

D

Ir THERE IS AN X in THE BOX, your subscription expires this month. RENEW to
day. Ozark Gardens needs you.
Ozark Gardens
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W.~ing St. York,
Pa. 17404 BD March 27 ?. Interests are
Bromeliads,Cactus and all kinds of seed
MRS. R.F. SYLVESTER, Windy Hill Farm,
Sutton, Vt. 05867 BD March 6, 1924.
Hobbies are Houseplants, herbs, Iris
and other perrenials and crochet. Will
exchange any I have gladly.

BEAUTY FOR YOUR GARDEN
Mae Dees, Rt.1 Coldwater, Mo.63934
Before we realize where winter has
gone, spring will be wit h us. I never
can get a l l our plans compl eted, but I
have improved the time inside the house
when I could not get into the garden •••
I made a pretty blue bird ~ouse from a
bleach jug by leaving the cap on, cutting out a door in one side and turning
the plastic up for a roof over the
door. Then I put a wooden rod through
the house near the bottom. I let the
rod extend out in front for a perch and
secured it .with a spring-ty pe clothespin in the back.
Another little house was made from a
small gourd for the wrens. I simply
carved out a door and twisted a cord
about the g ourd neck. I said, "this
littl~
gourd isn't as strong as I wish
it were. Where can I put it so it can
sit on a foundation and be under a
shelter?" Our little invalid daughter,
Teenie, soon answered that question.
"Put it in the carport", she said. The
carport is immediately over the walk
that leads to the front porch. She can
see it at all times, so there is where
the little bird house rests.
The third house I made of a half gallon square plastic ice cream container.
I simply t i ed or rather "belted" the
top on with an old dress belt. I cut a
door in one side and tied a strong ribbon with a loop from which to hang, at
the top in the belt buckle so I would
have no leak in the roof by punching a
hole. This little house goes just outside the window of my new work shop
nook in (of all places) the utility
room.
In the little garden is a tall unwanted box elder tree. I got the idea
of making the tree useful, so I sawed
off all the limbs, leaving a four
pronged fork in the top making a natural nest for a martin house. Yes, the
tree will die if I keep all green
shoots cut from it, but before it has
to go it will perhaps have done its bit
to beautify a garden and add new life
(bird life) to this old world. Much
bette r I think than if I had simply cut
the tree down,
The immature little gourd yielded
seeds but I was afraid they were too
g r een to grow, so I planted two seeds
in a flower pot to test them. Both are
up and growing thrifty little plants
which I will have t o kee p p inched ba ck
until I can put them out in the open
ground. The c r ude bird houses may not
add much beauty to my garden, but the
birds with the i r g ay colors and sweet
son gs will make up for the drabness of
the i r rough little shelters. If need
be a well placed vine will cover
multi tude of b ig mistakes. I always use
vine s t o screen out ugliness .

a
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Hebine nre friendly
This one will net
fly even while 1
snnp its picture ••

May I add that 1;n<! magazine is just
like meeting with a lot of old friends,
We missed Dr. Sanders this time and
hope he can be back soon. The wildflower article by Dr. H.H. Arnold was
most intere~ting and informat i ve and I
hope he tells us more. We have most of
the ones he named here in the Ozarks,
but I would especially like his information on the Trailing Arbut~s; how to
identify and propagate it.

Wild Flowers co~t'd
bright ones grew in Box Canyon, even
high on the walls among the rocks. The
lovely tall pink one grew along the
roadsides at Sedona, Arizona. The pink
blooms were much larger than our mountain ones and grew to four feet tall.
Yellow or gold flowers seemed to dominate the scene in Arizona. Perhaps
they stand the bright sun better than
other colors. I found a very small
member of tne sunflower, Branchy Goldfields, growing in a low place on the
desert. Following wet springs, these
small flowers cover the deserts, at elevations below 4500 feet from March to
May. fhe bloom has a high, gold center
with paler yellow petals and grows on
very slender stems, usually one bloom
to a stem. Foliage on d~sert plants
may be missing altogether or very slim,
waxy or even only thorns. This feature
protects the plant from excessive evaporation.
The Brittlebush flowers sometimes open in November and so the i ~ show goes
on until May. This shrubby member of
the sunflower fami l y has golden blossoms on three foot stems with si lverish
foliage. It may be found most anyplace
in Arizona below 3000 feet altitude. It
often covers entire hillsides growing
between the rocks. Some of the stems
giv e off a guml i ke substance often
chewed by indians. It is said that
Bighorn sheep browse on this plant.
Low g rowing, whi te wild flowers seem
scarce in Ari z ona. One white flower,
also a member of the sun flowe r family,
called Chaenactee or Morning Bride, I
found growing up through a shrubby bush
with very thick, coarse, gray-green
leaves. A yellow flower of this family
is found in California and called by
the common name .of "Golden Gir ls." The
head of bloom· looks like a pincushi on
and some t i me s the plant is called the
"pin cushion plant,"
Morning
Bride
grows among Creosote bushes a t altit-15-udes be tween 1000 and 3500 feet.

"THE GOURD OF THE MONTH"
BY: Fae Hecht
27 New York Ave.
Congers, N.Y. 10920

late as the first week in June (outdoors) make rapid growth if temperature is high.
Gardeners in Northern
climates will get a ~ood head start if
seeds are started {indoors) the last
week in April or early May. In planning the gourd garden bear in mind
that gourds need plenty of sun. Now
that trees are bare many gardeners
forget that when leaves appear so does
shade.
NEXT MONTH - Planting instructions.
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES
DAYS TO REMEMBER

GOURD OF THE MONTH - DUMBBELL GOURD
Dumbbell?
A dumbbell can be something used in a gymnasium or even denote a village idiot.
But mention
Dumbbell to a gourd hobbyist and it
brings to mind, a gourd ( Lagenarias
bottle) that is constricted
in the
center. The lower part may be enlarged and globular or both top and bottom
may be of the same size and shape. Although the shape of a gourd can be
controlled by various methods--growing
in bottles, molds or tying a string around the middle while still growing this Dumbbell gourd actually springs
from a particular seed and gets its
name from the unusual shape. Like all
Lagenarias, this specie grows in different shades of green,from very light
to dark green, and bears the white
flower. Here again forms may not come
true to type but the gourd can be
fashioned into beautiful vases, bottles and bird houses.
NORTHERN GOURD GROWERS
Now that the fallacy that gourds can
only mature in Tropical countries has
been proven, one finds gourds prominently displaye·d in many gardens north
of the Mason-Dixon Line.
Friends in
New England and as far north as Canada
write of good gourd harvests, that is,
when weather conditions were favorable. In Southern states, gourds can
remain on the vines until dried however, the four month growing season
(minimum) can be obtained in most sections. Gourds are warm season plants
and should be planted after all signs
of frost have disappeared and Harvested before frost. When planting is delayed due to a cold, wet, Spring,
gourds may be started indoors then
transplanted into the garden
later.
Since these cucurbitaceae do not relish root disturbance, seeds should be
sown in peat pots and transplanted (in
peat pot) when weather warms up. If
seeds are planted indoors too early,
they will become tall and spindly and
perhaps sickly loo~ing before warm
weather arrives. Gourd seeds sown as
Ozark Gardens
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When did you start
writing
about
Gourds? How did you start? Was it
difficult to get your first article
published and how .many have been published to date? I'm always asked these
questions.
Like all the
wonderful
\hinge that have happened to me since
I became acquainted with these fascinating cucurbits, writing too was unexpected.
The annual Women's International Exposition always staged at the 7lst
Regiment Armory in New York City was a
fablous affair but I've lost track of
when it was discontinued.
In 1951
reading about their 28th annual exposition I thought, how nice it would be
if they let me exhibit my gourds.
Since there was no category for gourds
(knitting, weaving, , painting, etc.)
either my gourds were outstanding or I
was lucky because I was entered in a
Special Class and won the Special Award Ribbon.
What has this got to do
with writing?
When I learned that I
was accepted, I sent a picture of my
gourds to the New York Herald-Tribune
and New -York Times garden editors(Sunday Papers) and mentioned that my
gourds would be on display at the Exposition all week.
I thought they
would use the picture. Imagine my surprise when I received a letter from
the N.Y. Times asking me to do an articlet
"Gourds For Decoration" (300
words). It was then I learned that the
Times had sent a reporter to see my
gourds before they gave me the assignment. Up to that time I had only given 2 lectures and honestly knew very
little about gourds. I was scared and
wanted to forget about it.
But my
husband said,"Write just what you tell
the people during your lectures, all
she can do, is return it." Well, she
liked it and as a result,several longer gourd articles of mine have appeared in the New York Times. Of all garden magazines, the New York Times Garden Section is rated the highest.
They have outstanding writers on every
phase of horticulture. So you see, I
started at the top without even trying. My Gourd articles have appeared
in Horticulture Magazine, Gourd Seed,
Seed Trade News, The Farmer's Almanac,
Rural New Yorker, Ozark Gardens (since
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HILLSIDE FLOWERS

"Dumbell" Gourds; Photo Credit by
Fae Hecht

1957), Gard ener's Chronicl6 tLondon,
Eng,), Lal-Baugh (India), Revue Horticole (Paris, France) this article was
translated into French, and many other
magazines.
To date I've had 74 gourd
articles published.
SPREKELIA
Alek Korsakoff, 7634 Oriole Street
Jacksonville, Florida 32208
This Amaryllid until recently had only one species, On 17th January, 1964
a new species bloomed in Calif., was
named and described in Plant Life Year
Book by Dr. Hamilto P. Traub and is now
known as Sprekelia clintiae.
The old species , S . formosissima, has
several clones differing in coloration
and size of the blooms, some of them
named, Among the named ones, in my opinion,
'Harrison's Orient Red' is t~e
best one; 'Horoshyi' is also a very
good one, about on a par with the 'Harrison's Orient Red', though different,
'Fantosmas' is described as: "Medium
size, dark red, good heavy stock with
three lower segments unmarked, top segment standing straight up with a white
mark at base",
'Harrison's Orient Red' is the largest I have seen so far, is of pleasing
color with white stripes in the segments.
'Horoshyi' is a little smaller,
solid dark velvety red in color and
both are evergreen and bloom for me tw~
three and even four times a year.
Plan to see the other clones in bloom
this year and God willing,hope to be
able to say something about them.
Sprekelias are commonly known
as
Aztec Lily or Jacobean Lily. In Park's
1967 Year Book Sprekelia formosissima
is pictured on the back cover and named
Amaryllis formosissima.
Ozark Gardens
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Let me take this time to thank you ,..
all for the lovely cards and best
wishes for this coming year.
The new catalogs are coming in .and so
many new interesting flowers to try.
See the gladiolus society is meeting in
Denver, they will have many new glads
to offer .
We are going to try a new spray fertilizer, if it is successful we will
put it on the market.
Our deer "Cookie" is back and the
whole neighborhood will be feeding him
and I do believe he is the most photo- '
graphed deer I know. It all started 4
years ago when we had a heayy snow, we.
started to feed the little tyke. An
oddity; he comes back only every other
year. Of course,when the spring flow~
ers and lawns come up, he can't under- '
stand why we shoo h~m back into the
hills.
We feed the birds but wish there was
some way we could get rid of the starlings.
We have had some 10 below zero weather and about 5 inches of snow. Want
you all to share the before and after
of our hill, so here's the before picture. I will take a picture of the
same vie·w in the spring.
.
Hope some of you will try growing
"Devils Claw", (Grandpa says it's a
nasty weed). We dried the "birds",then
for Christmas sprayed them with gold
paint and on others glue and sparkles.
We used them on packages and called
them our happiness birds. Even sprayed
a cluster of dried Caster Bean flowers.
Different! Till next time may God make
me worthy of such wonderful friends.
Ruby Gold
P.O .Box 1034
Basalt, Colo. 81621

HELPS A~ID HOBBIES: A variety magazine,
printed monthly. Sample 25¢. Yrs. Sub.
12.00, Canada, $ 2.50, Foreign, $3.00.
Ads 2¢ per word. I .n cludes Stationery
Decorating, Recipes, Childrens & Teens
page Puzzles, Patterns, Crafts, and
many more. MRS. REUBEN PETERSON, Harcourt, Iowa 50544.
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Gerald A. Sausaman, Box 126, Albright, W. Va, ' 26519
March! Month of many mighty
plans
Hormone root-stimulant powders are
for May and your mammoth or minute gar- often advised for use with these difden. March! Water and feed those ro- ficult- to-propagate plants. One word
bust little seedlings that are nestling of caution, however, do not use these
so comfortably beneath your fluorescent powders full - strength but rather cut
lamps. March! Take a long and final
them with perhaps sulphur or plain
look at those colorful seed catalogs talc. A 50-50 mixture should be safe,
that have brightened your winter days,
These rooting powders often contain a
March! Send those last minute orders fungicide which will be beneficial in
in the next mail for spring and garden- warding off the often-destructive rot
ing chores will soon be here. March!
t~at attacks geranium cuttings ,
I would be most interested to hear
Your Garden Lightly bug, that's me,
from Mrs. Main concerning her future
has so much to 'alk about this month I
hardly know where or how to begin.
success or failure in the propagation
Guess I had best visit with the mail of this lovely plant. By the way , it
pile first and then move on to the new is often called "French Lace • as a
thoughts for this month.
common name, and I think this name is
a more apt one, don't you? Pe rhaps
Geranium Question
some of the "Garden Lightly"readers can
In Jan, issue I briefly discussed the
with additional suggestions or
culture of geraniums under artificial help
other successful methods the3
have
lights , and I included a sketch of a
used. How about it O. G. readers? Also
branch of the beautiful 'Prince Rupert our editor told us last month that we
Var iega ted '. Mr s. K.E. Main of Maplecan expect a monthly geranium column to
wood , Missouri , wrote our editor conjoin our pages soon. Should make most
c e rni ng he r difficulties in propagating interesting
and helpful r e ading!
this l ove ly, l emon- scented
variety .
He has f orwarded this Q~estion to me,
Garden Lightly; and I will, at his suggestion , make a few comments about geranium propagation in an effort to help
her .
Make cuttings of fairly new growth
for the older, more woody stems are
more d ifficult and slower to root. Insert your cuttings into a rather coarse
and well-drained rooting medium. Remove the lower leaves from the cutting
and remove any flowers or buds that
have developed. Medium coarse sand is
recommended by many authorities, however, I have found Perlite to be an excellent medium for these difficult to
root varieties. The extra
aeration
this material provides seems to be a
help,
Do not allow the rooting medium to
dry out completely and do try to bot"om
water rather than top water the cutting
of this type of geranium particularly,
Bottom heat is helpful if you can pro-vide it but not absolutely necessary,
For you see, I have discovered that
these scented types root very easily
"Clivia" showing two bloom spikes.
for me at an attic window in the early
Grown by Mrs, Mark
Stewart of
spring . The morning sun is strong but
Tarentum, Penna.
brief. The coolness of the attic seems
Clivia for Color
to be ideal at this time of year. Also
A
most
exotic
and rewarding plant to
the basement light garden has proved to
include
in
your
house plant collection
be a most successful place for rooting
this particular plant. Again the cool- is the clivia. Mrs. Mark Stewart of
ness is an important factor in my opin- Tarentum, Pa, recently sent the picture
I include this month. I only wish you
ion,
could see this beautiful plant in all
_ _its colorful glory.
Ozark Gardens March 1967
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Garden Lightly cont'd
Mrs. Stewart tells me that the clivia
likes good root room and if given what
it wants, it will pay handsomely for
the space it takes by producing the
lovely, orange spikes of blossom. A
cool culture is recommended for this
unusual member of the Amaryllidacae
family. If possible, grow this plant
in a temperature of 60-65 degrees in
the day time and at least 10 degrees
cooler at night, Some growers have
reported success with it at more tropical conditions.
Use a good general houseplant soil
mixture and keep it evenly moist during
the budding and blooming period. Thie
evergreen plant blooms most often in
winter time, however, my small plant
placed in the outdoor flower bed for
the summer bloomed beautifully, much to
my surprise and delight.
What does this plant have to do with
light gardens? Well, many hobbyists
have found that this lovely plant does
very nicely under fluorescent lamps in
the winter and in their gardens outside
in the summer, If you place your ~lant
very close to the tubes and give it
good root space, it will brighten your
winter days with indescribably breathtaking flowers,
We certainly want to thank
Mrs,
Stewart for the photograph and cultural
notes about this ~ost attractive bulbous plant, With the increasing interest in the pa~t few years for growing
bulbous plants under artificial lights.
I am sure we will be hearing more a b out
this plant,
Another Must
Last month we talked about current
bulletins and books that would be helpful to the grower under lights. The
mail this week brought another marvellous booklet that you all must read ,
This publication is available from General Electric Company, Large Lamp Dept,
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112, When
you write, ask for a copy of Plant
Growth Lightin~, No. TP-127. Also ask
them to inclu e a copy of ~amp Letter
#66-27 for you will find t is helpful
also ,
This booklet is very detailed in its
coverage of the subject and contains a
special section "Light for Hobbyists"
that you can not affo~d to miss, African violet fans should find this
section especially helpful and informative,
Many questions about distance
of
lights from the plants, measuring light
intensities, and how much light to use
are discussed and explained. Sample
growth chamber ·and light bench designs
are given as well as some stimulating
ideas for the decorative use of lights
to enhance the interior and exterior of
your homes. Do drop a re~uest in your
mail box and add this valuable bulletin
to your library shelf.
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Project to Come
The new year brought a package of new
growth la~ps to my door, Yes, I have
received some new Optima lamps to experiment with in my light garden, I am
most hopeful that the results will be
interesting to O.G, readers in the coming months. Have you tried them yet?
Note to "Begonias Potpourii"
Am pleasesd that you are happy with
your "early" Easter bonnet, Daisy Austin. I was most happy to help out in
anyway possible to keep that begonia
flag flying HIGH. Your promise of a
bulb has me quivering with anticipation.
Switch Off
Garden Lightly is grateful to the
many readers that have written these
past months telling us about their
light garden~. Keep those letters coming for they are so helpful in the preparation of this column. Keep your
plant lights burning brightly and may
your love of plants never dim.

"MARTYNIA"
Mrs. Mary Hults, Rt,2, Box 181
Stephenville, Tex. 76401

The above drawing is a Martynia but
we call them Devil Claws. This is a
strange plant but when full grown is
beautiful, It makes an attractive feature in flower beds, I soak the seed
in Rapid Gro and plant them in discarded five-gallon cans. I have them arranged on my back steps, The foliage
is light green and glaucous and the
flowers are yellow and orange, The
plant grows in almost any soil an~ is
little troubled by disease and insects.
It requires a fairly long season to
produce its seed pods.
The pods become six inches long but
half of this will be the slender beak
or tail. When it ripens during the
early fall season this beak splits into
two hook- like appendages.
The ripe dry pods may be colored or
gilded and used in all kinds of winter
decorations, Ripe seeds may easily be
removed without breaking the pods. In
the growing season I feed them or spray
with Rapid Gro solution and vitamin B
tablets. I have seen them fashioned
into birds and flowers and used in
Christmas wreaths .
-19-

Robert L. Shatzer
Box 126
Albright, W. Va. 26519

Exterior view of Kartuz Greenhouses.

In this column last month, I promised
an armch3ir excursion this month to the
greenhr uses of one of Americas most
~opular commercial house plant growersi
Michael J. Kartuz . Thus, if you wil
sit back in that nice, comfortable
chair and relax, we will be on our way
up to New England to Wilmington, Mass.
All set?
After leaving the more densely populated area of Wilmington, we turn in a
tree-linen, shady street named Chestnut. As we pass along beneath the tree
branches, we see a neat, white house
and garage with baskets of trailing begonias and ivy geraniums dripping with
bloom along the side of the garage. The
sign revPals we are at number '92'. As
we pull in the pleasantly shrubbed
driveway, a smiling, young man comes
over to the car to meet us. After his
usual big grin and welcome, we get out
of the car and stroll out through the
back yard and between the beds of
brightly blooming petunias which we
notice Michael, or Mike, as he is fondly called by plant lovers everywhere
who gladly hang on to his every softspoken word, has
planted with black
plastic between the rows. Now here is
a gardener after our own hearts .

Interior view of one greenhouse showing the hundreds of blooming
African
Violets both on the benches and
beneath. The rows of hanging plants are
African violet "cousins" such as Columnea, Episcia and Hypocyrta .
Asking us about our plants, he opens
the door of a small Orlyt greenhouse
which serves as the entrance way to a
14x52 feet greenhouse. Hear the music
I mentioned last month? That is the
stero with speakers in the greenhouses
and potting shed. Mike's career as a
commercial grower is really somewhat of
a second thought as he majored in music
while in college. Our eyes open in
wide wonder as we turn into the first
big house and see that the sides of it
are covered with hanging pots of columneas in full bloom dripping everywhere.
Before our eyes spreads a great land
of enchantment as their span takes in
the African violets, gesneriads , begonias, and miniature geraniums.
From
great hugh B. cathayanas with their
dark, velvety leaves to the bright
blooms of the Belva Kusler begonia cultivars to the lustrous episcia vines
and even down to the tiny miniature
gesneriads filling each inch of available space, our intoxicated view propels us to wonder where to start really
looking closely at each thing in this

amazing wonder-world. In glancing down
wards to find a starting focal point,
we startlingly realize that under the
benches are second benches, lighted
by fluorescent tubes, that are brimsquare packed with African
violets
and gloxinias and this vibrant carpet
of bloom causes momentary frenzy in our
minds.
Mike, an exurbanite from the New York
area, began to grow commercially here
in Wilmingto·n, Mass. in 1961, after
several years of becoming a more and
more avid home grower. We ask him if
we may see his new African violet introductions which we have heard so much
about from violet enthusiasts recently.

About two-thirds the way down the
bench we notice a kaleidoscopic mass of
African violet bloom. Our attention is
immediately glued to the spot and in
fascination, we ask what these plants
are. Mike tells us that this is the
area he devoted to his new seedling
African violets which are as yet unnamed. It is certainly hard to pull
ourselves away from these. Some of
them will surely be"stars of tomorrow".
After spending much time looking at
all the other new introductions that
are ready for shipping to growers every
where, he asks us if we would like to
see the new columneas. I guess he has
not noticed our cranning necks as we

Overhead view ot Achimenes on the left
and Begonias on the right. A
truly
spectacular sight.

Close-up
Begonia.

After walking down the isle past many
of the fine Lyon, Granger, and other
popular originations, we see a group of
beautiful mid-blue blooms above the
black and glossy, roundly
tailored
foliage of 'Blue Mirror•, as we are
told it is named. It is a
nice,
straight, and flat plant. Immediately
we can vision it on a show table with a
blue ribbon dangling from its pot. Next
in line we see a huge, single, deep violet-blue blooming mass that Mike tells
us is •cascade Blue' and mentions that
he likes this one because those giantlike blooms last and last.
Changing from blues to immense clusters of frilled, deep-pink flowers,Mike
tells us that this is "pink Volcano."
Noting the dark wavy foliage, he mentions that it is beautifully variegated
during the cooler months. Moving onward our eyes blend to clusters of double, regal-purple blooms floating above
dark, symmetrical, tailored strawberry
foliage. Our mind again flashes to
those beautiful show ribbons as we see
how flat and straight these plants are.
We feel that we can not go home without
one of these 'Purple Majesty' violets
for our collection.

constantly keep looking upward at the
big hanging pots full of bloom everywhere. He points out a beautiful, new
everblooming hybrid with Chinese-red
flowers splashed against closely set
leaves that trail and tells us this is
C.
'Robin'. We ask about the very
white-like one we see blooming. Upon
close inspection we find that there are
generous clusters of light-yellow bloom
edged in red that change here and there
to a white bordered with pink. Noticing the tag, c. 'Fl amingo,' we ask
whose fine cultivar this is and the
blush of our host answers the question
silently. It is of a handscme spreading habit. A similar plant, though of
more compact habit, with an abundance
of deep-pink flowers, is C. 'Ma ry Ann',
an everbloomer. A highlight in this
new group is a plant with extra large,
upright, bright-orange
blooms,
C.
'Orange Fire', whose pendant
stems
carry small, closely set,
pointed
leaves. Our host remarks this
one
stays in bloom all year.

of an Episcia, Columnea,

Cont'd on next page
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Gesneriads Galore Cont'd

Three bloom laden Begonias flanked
cascading Columneas.

by

More breathtaking Begonias covered with
bright flowers and attractive foliage.

Like most home plant collectors who
are always wondering where the next
plants we bring home can find a place
in our collection, we are enthralled
with the groups of miniatures we see
on the benches. There is Dr. Clayberg~
new Sinningia 'Bright Eyes' and there
is the handsome little s . pusilla cv.
'White Sprite' whose first ancestor we
were priviledged to see wh~n it made
its first public appearance at a flower
show in Ohio a couple of years ago. We
see something new to us as we spot a
small x-Gloxinera 'Ramadeva,' as we are
told upon asking its name. This miniature is a diploid with bright-pink tubular flowers. Mike tells us though, as
he shows us the plant, that the new
introduction this spring is an x-Gloxinera •Cupids Doll'. This is a cross
of 'Pink Petite' and 'Doll Baby.' The
flowers are lavender-pink and are more
graceful than 'Doll Baby.' Now how
could anyone resist?
After pausing once more to look at
the new Cornell achimenes and eucodonopsis, we finally move into the second
large greenhouse. Our attentions shift
now to the wonderful collection of begonias where not a stray leaf is to be
seen. Both greenhouses are as clean
as the proverbial "garden after
a
spring rain." Our eyes immediately alight upon B. •concord•, a new introduction of Kartuz's which is already
a friend of ours as we were lucky enough to serve as a test garden for
this handsome begonia whose
small,
pointed, black-green leaves with the
blood-red undersides sport a starry,
blush-white group of flowers. It is a
beautifuL basket type plant of vigor-

ous, spreading habit.
We weave happily through the rows
of begonias that will become prized
possessions of begonia growers . and
pause to look at the handsome spec~mens
of B. herbacea, a sp~cies which can be
difficult, but whose rare oblanceolate,
minutely saw-toothed leaves
arising
from the rhizome make it a highly
prized item among begonia growers.
We linger long beside the new Chester
Nave hybrid semperfloFens. B. ' Fire
'n' Ice•, a new calla lily with semidouble light-red blooms has a neighbor,
'Lois Marie' with double-red blooms
and we wonder to ourselves which will
prove the more popular with calla lily
begonia growers. The large deep-pink
blooms of B, 'Nave's Advance' is new
to us and Mike remarks it is most vigorous.
A handsome array of the Belva Kusler
hybrids draws much attention he tells
us, and we ask him to show us his three
new rex begonia cultivars which so many
of the New England be gonia people have
mentioned to us after they saw them
last autumn when he exhibited them, · One
of these is B. rex cv. 'Harlequin,'
whose leaves are very slashed and lobed
double spiraled, and is silver while
edged in green with a rose-pink reverse . We are breathless as he
mentions that it is eversporting, meaning
that no two leaves are ever exactly alike. The second of these is B. rex
cv ,
'Fandango . ' The rioting
spi ral
leaves are bordered in plum-red, then
speckled silver on green, than all silver, then pink, blending f i nally to a
plum center, How can words describe
such a plant? There was one more of
these that we had heard about and asked
to see it. B. · rex cv. 'Picasso' is
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Robert Shatzer cont'd on page 30

AVISIT TO MEADOW-BANK
Frances Ford
Meadow-Bank, Bristol Road,
Whitchurch, Bristol, England
Hel lo again from Meadow Bank. Today
we awakened to a real preview of spring
rai n washed skies of such a delicate
blue, they look as if they belong to
an old Chinese print, not to England
in Jan, So far this has been a most
un usual season, very cold spells but
little snow etc, in comparison with
other years, and even nature seems to
be taking part in this guessing game of
what the weather is going to do next,
Trees and shrubs are well advanced,
Lilacs and Laburnums are well budded,
The birds are beginning to sing and
flirt, I only hope all these signs mean
we are going to miss a really bad spell
despite the predictions of the weather
man. On my desk, as I write to you,
stands an old china vegetable tureen in
which are planted white Hyacinths. They
make a lovely picture against the green
and white of the china. On the table
a blue and white china gravy boat has
blue hyacinths in, which look almost
like blue sails. The house plants all
seem to be doing well, especially a
Philodendron-scandens which will now
have to be trained right around the
corner. In fact, in the not too distant
future I can see we shall be able to
di spense with wallpaper altogether, as
the other corner has a Rhoicissus-rhombodea doing a wild fandango all over
the place, On the plant stand, under
ordinary lighting tubes, Begonia rex
and species are growing beautifully,and
I think they really prefer this life to
the greenhouse atmosphere during the
winter at least, as the few I left down
there had quite a leaf fall. Although
they are now picking up again everyt hing else is,of course,still more or
less at a stand still, but I hope to
pot up my Achimenes soon to give them
an early start. I hope to have some
of the lesser known ones on flower a
li ttle earl ier than usual to show them
a t a lecture I am giving to a houseplant society. So few folks seem to
grow or even know about these very
pretty and rewarding plants, although
. I did read that there seems to be a
·growi ng interest in them.
I was most interested to read of
Bonnie Roberson's Mary's Gardens and
her Garden for the Blind, as at present
I am helping a friend in Sough Africa,
who with a group of friends out there
is endeavoring to start a garden for
the blind. My help, I hasten to add,
is of course only written advice, replans and p l ants etc. and not much use
on the actual working side of things,
but I wi ll keep you in touch with progress 1n the comi ng months. In the
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city of Bangor in North Wales, there is
a Bible Garden planned and laid out by
a Dr. Whitehead, It is situated by the
Cathedral and although I have not as
yet visited it, by all accounts it must
be a wonderful experience to
walk
through it. Each plant has the quotation alluding to it in the Bible and
country of origin, etc, on a plate at
the base, There is much to learn from
the booklet printed about this garden,
ie •. the apple which tempted Adam was
most probably fruit similar to a melon,
as in the old Hebrew apple means a
fruit of sweet taste and smell, In
later times this word was translated
in the Greek version to melon which
then meant any apple like fruit. Recently, I learned from the librarian of
Bangor, that a gentleman visitor from
Sydney, Australia was impressed with
the garden and on his rP.turn he purchased land and has now laid out an identical garden over there.
I have not been on any rambles this
month, but would like to tell you just
a little about Bristol. It is, of
course, a very old shipping city, but
also is a city of churches,.hills, and
gardens, at least as far as public
gardens are concerned. Many of the
churches were bombed during the war,
but one is a source of great pleasure
to me each spring and summer, as although it is only a shell of the original church. Through the empty windows
can be seen trees growing and as the
summer advances the whole church becomes filled with their branches,leaves
of every shade of green and no doubt
many birds find homes there to bring
up their young despite the fact this
stands in the heart of the city. I
hope to get a picture of this
during
spring, as I have intended to for the
past couple of years,but now the powers
that be,are ·debating· vhe'ther it is to be
pulled down to make room for one more
car park. What a great loss to everyone when something like this happens
as to me and I am sure others must feel
the same. This church when full of
its congregation of trees,really seems
to denote what it stands for. Well,
now before clo s ing for this time, I
must say how pleased I am to receive
the wonderfully f riendly letters which
have dropped through my door from some
of you, If there is anything you would
particularl y like to hear about, please
l e t me know. By the vay, the seaweed
fer.tilizers mentioned by Robert Shatzer
in t he Jan. issue have been used over
here for quite a while and really are
good, I use them on my house plants
and gerani ums and feel they do bring a
deeper color to flowers and leaves,
Many folks find they give a wonderful
crop in the vege table garden and have
the added advantage that they are natural and therefore completely harmless.
Time passes and I must away until next
time. Goodbye and good gardeni ng.
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"IT SEEMS TO ME"

a

Ethlyn E. Goff
P.O.Box 923
Doe Palos, Calif, 93620
We should take a bit of time to lean
back from our bright seed catalogues
dnd brighter dreams and mentally picture our yards and gardens in a new
light. I guess I really mean a new
shape. Let's use a circle, not literally of course. I have studied pictures, in late magazines, of a very
modern house that is built in a complete circle. I have never noticed an
overall yard that was circular. That
would take a "bit of doing" I'm afraid
and would be very unsatisfactory. I
don't like straight lines in my yard
but I don't think I'd want a straight
circle (if you could call a circle
straight.)
Perhaps I should have said let's make
a circle of our reasons for gardening
then section it off as segments and
see if it all comes out even. If it
doesn't the results will be pretty much
the same as if Little Brother feels he
received a smaller piece of pie than
did Big Brother. Squawks of protest
can be pretty vehement sometimes. If
we leave the family out of the picture
or are assured that they will not be
neglected we must still decide if our
plans and dreams are well rounded ones.
Should the reasons and the results be a
bit lop-sided the experience can be as
jolting as a flat tire--and as discouraging and frustrating.
Now that we have mentally drawn our
circle, and cut it into pie shaped
pieces, what reasons shall we put in
each segment? Perhaps before we start
we should reali?.e or admit that any
project must have an end, or point for
which we are exerting our efforts. In
evaluating why you want to "garden"
there must be an overall goal. Are you
going to garden for fun--just when you
feel like it or have the time ? Is it
to relieve tensions and frustrations or
is it a "family toge~herness" project?
Are you going to garden because you
love colors from the soft shades of muted pastels to the flamboyant shouts of
orange and red and·hot corals? Are you
Ozark Gardens
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going to g arden because you want ~o
minimize the heat and glare so you need
the sub i le effect of coolness that
greenery can give? Are you going to
garden for a saving on the food bill or
for better and fresher vegetables and
flowers? Do you plan a profit from
sales of the vegetables and flowers?
Are you going to garden for the sheer
love of all outdoors---the touch of a
warm sun on your back or the caress of
stray breeze on your face? For ~he
pleasure of an unexplainable thr1ll
from sifting and working the
soil
through your hands. Do you want to
plan and plant a garden to satisfy the
artistry in you?
In answer to these questions
it
probably boils down to the fact that it
is
bit of each one. The "why" of a
true Garden Biddie can hardly be answered in printed or spoken words, In
planning for a new season I do think
there are a few factors that should be
considered and answered in hard facts
rather than by fireside daydreams. Do
you have the time, the space, a sure
source of water (when it is needed) and
reasonably good soil--already prepared?
Of course of this last we might answer
that we have a new spade and a reasonably husky and willing husband! But
are you sure?
Although we chose the over all answer
or reasons, lets take each question in
turn . and analyze a bit farther. She
first asked if it were for fun or to
relieve tensions and pent up emotions ,
or to get the family together. If so,
what about those tender, pentulant and
peevish plants that need daily loving
care and a soft touch? Can you forget
them for days on end and still find
them sturdy and growing? Could you relieve your unspoken urge to "snatch
somebody bald-headed" as my mom says?
Does your family want to tinker with
little plots or careful circles or mow
around rocks? Par better to plant that
which you must keep pruned or ones that
must be pulled out by the roots at maturity, There is where you can, so to
speak, cut sister-in-law down to size
or yank friend husband out of his can~
tankerous ways, Maybe you should lope
off a few plants and plans and add some
fishing trips. Could be all would enjoy that "togetherness" more--Plants
and families who do not respond may add
to your problems rather than relieve
tensions and frustrations.
What about your love of color, Have
you gotten a bit carried away? Will
the ones you plan fit in with the overall color of house or patio or paths?
Bouquets cut and taken into the house,
will they add to the coolness and
freshness desired in the heat of summer
or will they add to the feeling of heat
and quarrel with the drapes and your
wallpaper. Do you plan a cool garden
with lots of greenery? What about this
winter? Will you have anything that
the snow will accent or that will relieve the monotony of cold gray fog?

~
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BY- Mrs. Eugene Polsfuss
223 Cordele Ave., Macon, Ga.

HARDY FERNS
"FERNS FOR LANDSCAPING
The hardy ferns are part of our treasure of native plants. With the impe~
sonal often ruthless destruction, due
to industrial, suburban and highway development, we are faced with the loss
of beautiful valuable plant material.
As individuals we can do much to pre,.ent this, we can watch and rescqenot
only ferns but many of our wildflowers
as well where distruction seems imminent. Permission in m6st cases to save
the plants is nearly always granted.
In landscaping our home grounds ferns
can be eminently helpful. Their shadowy
leaf pattern, graceful, often airy lacy
fronds can only enhance an existing
landscaping scheme. There are ferns
able to form an attractive border like
the . Christmas fern(Polystichum acrostichoides) growing through out Eastern
North America. It is evergreen which of
course is an additional advantage. It
likes shaded areas where drainage is
good but does not like a too sandy soi~
a good fern for the north side of the
house where flowering plants do not do
well. In fact most ferns do best in
shady or half shady situations. Especially most of the Dryopteris which
include the evergreen Spiny Woodsfern
(D. spinulosa), New York fern
(D.
noveboracensis). a small but distinctive light green foliage fern with the
lower pinnae much reduced. It, like the
Sout~ern
Beech fern (D. phegopteris)
'las
chain -like under-ground stolons
and could be used as a ground cover. D.
marg inalia or Marginal fern, Woodsfern
(D. Normalis) Goldie's fern (D. Goldlana) and a few others are the crown
type and not spreading, only increase
in size. The crown type which includes
the Spiny woods fern are especially
beautiful in front of shrubs giving
their bare legedness a most attractive
hemline concealing ugliness. Some small
ferns, ideal for rockgardens and doing
well in no or little shade are the
Brownstem Spleenwort (Asplenium platyneuron) in it's varied forms and ranging over most of the eastern u.s . Hairy
Lipfern (Cheilanthes lanosa) known from
Connecticut to Georgia and Texas. It is
often found on or near rocky, mostly
granite outcrops.
The Polipodiums,one of them known as
Tree or Resurrection fern(P. Polypodiades) wiil, like the Rockfern, do well
in the company of the other ferns preViously mentioned. The
Resurrection
fern curling up in dry weather will
quickly revive a!.ter a r ain. It is also
found quite fre'quently on trunks and
branches of trees, more so than P. virgianum the Rockfern . Both· resemble
each other very much, but the underside
of the Resurrection fern is gray-scaly,
the Rockfern has a thinner blade and is
smooth underneath . Another evergreen
Small fern is Woodsia obtusa or blunt
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lobed Cliff fern, it will stay much
smaller in poor soil, it is remarkable
how it responds to rich soil and water,
It
known far no~th as Canada. A few
more small ferns suitable for the Rockgarden might be mentioned. here, the
Maidenhair, Spleenwort (Asplenium trichomanes), Southern Maidenhair (Adiantum
capillus-veneris) probably only hardy
into Virginia, the Hairy Cliffbrake
(Pellaea atropurpurea) these are all
somewhat lime loving. If soil is too
acid, Oystershell worked into the soil
~ill remedy this.
Stores selling chicken feed have oystershell available.
Two more ferns with a rather limited
range, both escapees are found in Georgia, one an ~scapee from France brought
in by early settlers·t sought a new home
on foundations of houses, under bridges
underpasses, dockwalls in Savannah;it
is Pteris multifida or Wall fern, it's
choice of home suggest's a taste for
lime. This and the following fern do
well in pots. An escapee from Asia apparently is Lygodium japonicum or Japanese climbing Fern, fo und here in
Georgia (middle to southern
part)
scrambling over rocks, shrubs, climbing
trees and is found in some Macon areas.
The foliage is most unusual showing a
beautiful lacy pattern.
There are a number of other important
and stately ferns like the Osmundas,
the Cinnamon, also Intarrupted fern and
the proud large growing Reigal Royal
or Blooming Fern. If given a chance,
halfshade and plenty of water, they
grow into beautifUl specimen plants.
For interplanting with wildflowers
nothing can surpass the Lady
Fern
(Athyrium felix femina) and the Northern Maidenhair (Adiantum pedatum), a
second choice with equally dainty airy
foliage is Cystopteris fragilis all
have done well here.
The Northern
Maidenhair and C. fragilis the fragile
Bladderfern are not natives of the Middle Georgia area, they are found in
rich mixed woods of northern countries,
in fact are found in much of the Eastern United States. The fragile and the
Maidenhair are easily transplanted and
are doing well in rich humusy soil. The
Northern Maidenhair like itls Southern
relative respond gratefully to oystershell incorporated into the soil. There
are a number of other ferns that have
done well though their natural requir ments are for more swampy ground. Onoclea sensibilia, the Sensitive fern
and Lorinseria aerolata,
Southern
Chainfern (sometimes classified under
Woodwardia) make excellent groundcover
as they multiply by underground stolens
they like another fern, Dennstaedtia
punctilobula the Hay scented fern can
be used in more open spaces as long as
they are not starved for water. The
Eastern Bracken probably the best known
and common all over the Eastern U.S.
favors dry pine woods and hillsides ,
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MARGARET DRAKE ELLIOTT
.1 513 Belson St.
Muskegon. Mich. 49441

~~~~~~~!~l Ag-Kaa-Hoo-Ma-Ga-Qua

Lion or Lamb? It is very hard to
tell in Mich. and so I have coined a
new word :for it; liamb, a combination
o:f lion and lamb and that is just about
what March is here :from beginning to
end,
At any rate, there are three things
The"Oasis" Herb Garden
it is always sure to bring; snowdrops,
redwings and little green curly leaves
eaten. I am sure eggs and cheese will
o:f chives and sorrel pushing up through
continue to be important items in our
the remains of snow in the herb patch.
early spring diet and herbs will be as
acceptable as ever.
Now, it may bring crocus (usually does)
When I think of Lent, I naturally
bluebirds and lots of other things,
think of the Passover and the ceder and
but these three we can depend on every
March whether the season is early or ~ o:f course, herbs have had their place
in this Jewish :festival down through
late. It is nice to have some things
the ages. In talking with my Jewish
one can depend on.
With the coming of March, there is
:friends it is interesting to discover
that they do not all serve the same
now more daylight which means there is
herbs (or vegetables) :for
"bitter
a chance both morning and evening to
herbs". This aroused my curiosity so I
take a quick walk about the herb patch
and keep abreast of what is going on.
thought I would look into it a little
During the winter months it is dark
bit and I want to share some of my
:findings with you in our column today.
when I go to school and dark when I
In Ex. 12:8 and Numb. 9:11 reference
come home, so this is a real pleasure
that March brings.
is made to these "bitter herbs" and it
is directed that they shall be eaten
I watch expectantly for the first
with "unleavened pread". Many earlier
shoots of chives, sorrel, and mint that
push up through the still cold and snow authorities translated and interpreted
this as "mints" but Smith and several
drenched earth. Then as soon as the
other commentators, believed this meant
snow melts away, I appraise the sage,
such plants as lettuce, endive, sorrel,
tarragon, santolina, lavender and all
dandelion and young leaves of chicory
the other perennials that tend to have
which were eaten as salad. At the
woody stems. These are generally hardy
present time these and many other bithere and :for a number of years I have
ter tasting herbs are eaten by the
had very little winterkill, but there
is always the chance that old man winArabs. (Moldenke) Another
scholar-Pratt, believes these references allude
ter has gotten the better of us. The
only to endive but because it is native
early spring birds help me on these
to India, it is doubtful whether or not
surveys. The robins, song sparrows,
bluebirds, redwings, grackles and cowit was introduced into Egypt at the
time of Moses, or that trade in endive
birds are always about by mid-month.
I watch :for the :first toad visitor in
had been established. Many of the anthe garden, but it is seldom he appears
cient Greek translations say "endive"
before April.
inste ad of "bitterherbs". Some think
March butterflies are :fairly common
the endive referred to was
chicory
but they are usually only the mourning
rather than the Indian endive.
cloaks and admirals, the hibernators of
In "The Standard Bible Dictionary"
their clan. The early bees :find the
Barneveld identifies these
"bitter
crocuses and seem happy :for them after
herbs" as endive, chi cory, lettuc~ and
the hepaticas in the woodlots,
water cress". In many European counTruly, March is the month of awakentries and in America today horseradish
ing and all nature seems to be rousing
is the -most commonly used herb and in
:from the winter lethargy. Humans are
many cases it replaces the other herbs.
like that too, and perhaps that
is
Horser adish coul d not have been known
why I like March so much. It bring with
to the Hebrews at the time of Moses.
it Lent, that time of spiritual awaken(Moldenke). Sorre l and dandelion were
ing.
both known at an early time.
As I have written be:fore,herbs lend
Jones states, "Five bitter herbs were
themselves particularly we l l
to the
eaten with the Paschal lamb-lettuce,
Lenten menus, menus that used to be
endive, chicory, mint and one other not
meatless. But perhaps with the less
identified". So you see my :friends,
strict regulatio~s of the Roman Cathothere is still a lot of opportuni ty :for
resear~h
when these noted auth orities
lic Chur ch, there will be more meat
differ among themselves. Can any of
you tell us more about it?
Ozark Gardens
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Herb Corner cont'd
In speaking of the seder, my Jewish
cook Book (Bellin) has something to say
on this in discussing "Passover Dishes~
After telling of the lamb and roasted
egg she says, "in other dishes put
small pieces of horseradish or other
bitter herbs such as scallion, onion,
or prepared horseradish, these
are
called Moror; parsley, slat water--"
And 1 so horseradish is the most popular of the Passover bitter herbs used
in America today but it need not be the
only one. Notice that parsley also
plays an important part in the seder.
Perhaps our garnishing almost everything with parsley is a carry-over from
this early day. By the way, while we
are mentioning parsley remember
to
plant it on Good Friday-quicker germination the old timers say. I planted
s.ome inside on Candlemas Day but I will
be outside in the herb patch for sure
on that Friday before Easter, fun to
follow these old superstitions, if you
do not let them get the better of you.
While working on the bitter herbs, I
was reminded of other Biblical herbs,
and wondered how many I had growing in
my own patch. I checked a list of Bible plants and was surprised to find so
many represented in my own small garden. This is an interesting thing to
do. Why do you not try it during the
Lenten season? A little study of the
herbs of the Bible will lend inspiration and encourage devotion during this
season of the year. May I just suggest
a few that many of you will ·have,anise,
dill, cumin, coriander, mint, hyssop,
mustara, rue, wormwood, locorice, here
are ten. See how many more you can
find.
From Bible herbs I thought naturally
of the "Bible Cookbook" by Marian Maeve
O'Brien, for which I am greatly indebted to an Herb Corner reader who most
graciously sent it to me a few yeare
ago. Borrow it from your nearby library and enjoy it during this Lenten
mcnth of March. It is very interesting
reading if you do not use a single recipe. I guess you will know from this
Corner that I like cookbooks, yes, and
collect them!
By the end of the month, the herb
patch is well awake and each day brings
new friends, both plants and animals to
it. The winds of March have swept it
clean and we helped by removing the
mulch so that we are already for the
April showers that mean so much to the
little Oasis Herb Garden.

Among My
House Plants
MARY LONG
Stratfo.rd 9 Ia. 50249

Hi There! Another month has rolled
around so I will take you through the
rest of my home as I promised in the
last issue. We will come up the fron'
steps, 6 of them. In summer, I have a
gallon can full of Geraniums, 1 on each
end of each step, then onto the porch
into the hall. We turn right, go up
a winding stairway then turn right
again where a door leads out onto a
balcony. On each side of the door are
2 small diamond windows; plain glass
in the center, little colored diamonds
all around it. Then on into a large
northwest bedroom with 2 large double
windows facing west.This .is :the only window in the house that doesn't have
flowers in it. It has flowered drapes
at the windows, orchid colored walls;
brown rug, as I rent this room. Then
back into a south lavender bedroom with
2 large double windows full of blooming
geraniums of all colors. Then to the
east side, a small bedroom with a
south window full of geraniums and coleus. We turn north down the hall where
a door to the right leads to a large
bed room with an east window full, top
and bottom, with begonias and all kinds
of flowers. A door leading into a
small north bedroom brings us back out
into the . hall and into aoathroom on the
west side where at the end of the hall
there is a large window full of Sultanas, coleus, geraniums, and etc. Then
down the back stairs between the kitchen and breakfast room and out onto
the back porch and on out to garden and
yard from where we started. I hope you
all can see this home. I love it and
know you will enjoy it with me. So as
SUBSCRIBE TO "CHATTER" - African Viole~ I leave you until another month, I'll
magazine of African Violet Society o
tell you I'm quilting and getting a lot
Canada. 6 issues per year $2.00. Samp
of seed catalogs to pass away the hours
le copy 25¢. Please send toe MRS. LIL
and hope you all are well, happy and
IAN CARTLEDGE, Box 58-0G, Chippawa,Ont. God Bless our Boss. · I hope he continCanada.
ues to gain his health. The same regards to our previous Editor and all
our dear ones that read this. Until
another month, adieu.
Ozark Gardens March 1967
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FLOWERS'N'
TIINGS
MART BOATRIGHT
724 W.POPLAR
HARRISBURG,ILL.62946

The plant can be set in the ground in
summer in a cool shady place and provide it with lots of water,here it will
grow 3 ft. high and is a pleasing plant
. all summer long, then ~ome fall, back
goes a small piece in the old familiar
crock for my winter pool again. The
past summer was too much for me, so my
plant has occupied the crock for two
years now and is still doing good. r
have grown several small plants that
will make nice size"indoor pool" plants
(see the ads) any good house plant soil
is fine for it. Keep the soil covered
with water and give plant food a couple
of times during the winter and summer
months. A few pieces of Spanish moss
hung from the umbrellas provide a tropical setting,
and the moss really
thrives hanging over the water.

On March 21st the sun crosses the celestial equator, and spring is now official, this however,has nothing whatever to do with the weather, it may a~t
anyway it likes, for awhile at least.
Someone once observed that spring traveled approximately fifteen miles a day,
so it takes awhile for it to reach our
particular place, but it's something to
look forward to.
I have always wished
I could follow spring from coast to
coast and enjoy all its beauty.
Old folks used to say that "March
winds 'blowed' to dry the ground
for
plowing", but I like to think it is
blowing winter away.
We have a long
spring really, here in Southern Illinois,all of April, May, and June, a delightful interlude between winters•cold
and summers' heat.
Shakespeare wrote of "daffodils that
take the winds of March with beauty".
They surely are the same today as when
he loved and wrote about them.
Each
year I plan to get more new ones, ·and
did add a few this past fall. They can
be planted in so many places that other "Umbrella Plant" (Cyperus Alternifolius)
flowers grow over or nearby, but they Photo credit- Mary Boatright. See the--must be planted so they face the sun, classified
pages under"Plants for sale".
for this they will do, and if you are
on the wrong side of them, you won't
enjoy them so much.
I love daffodils, their stems are
tough and will sway with the March
winds, the rains bow their beautiful
"THE CATCLAW ACACA"
heads, but come sunny weather again and
This plant is not a cactus, it's a
they stand as tall as before. I hope I
can always face my storms of life with lovely desert shrub. The brown twigs
as much grace and resilience as the are armed with stout cat-like claws.
daffodils. ~
It grows 3 to 5 feet tall depending on
The lovely Umbrella plant (cyperus the amount of water it gets. After it
alternifolius) is my favorite winter blooms, a green seed pod forms later in
pool plant, it always seems to thrive the summer turning from a deep purple to
i n a window garden and doesn't take brown color.
much of your winter sunshine.
I grow
Bees love the pollen of this catclaw
it in soil and water and they will stay shrub. Makes an attractive shrub for
pretty all winter in a small pan. I hedges as man or beast will not go
especially like the plastic wash pans, through it. It prefers a gravel-like
they are low and make a more natural soil. It grows easily from seeds. 15¢
pool, however,! have kept mine in this pkt. plus self addressed stamped enveold blue crock for more winters than I lope.
can remember.
MRS. D. KLASSEN, Box 277, Carlsbad,Tex.
76934.
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SUCCULENT PLANTS
Lester E. Rothstein
290 Lenox Ave,,
New York, N. Y.10027

Welcome again to the weird world of
succulents. A reader has asked what is
meant by "rare succulents".
Generally
s peaking, a rare plant is one that is
desirable from a collector's point of
view for one reason or another, but is
·no·t readily obtainable through normal
commercial channels.
In other words,
it's hard to get. The reasons for rarity are varied: perhaps only a few
specimens of the plant were discovered
and the availablestock is thus extremely small, temporarily or maybe permanently; the plant may be hard to propagate, may not produce branches or offsets or may have to attain tremendous
size or age before flowering and producing seeds; it may grow in an area
that is extremely inaccessible or very
expensive to get to; it may be hard to
grow outside its native habitat; restrictions may hinder exportation to
the outside world, etc. Because the denand is great and the supply limited,
rare· plants command high prices or may
not be available at
price.
As in many other wa ks of life, most
of today's rarities will eventually become tomorrow's commonplace and tomorrow could mean many years from now.Little by little, specimens will trickle
through and find their way into the
hands of nurserymen and
collectors,
seeds and cuttings will be produced and
the plant will be pretty much available
to all who want it. Meanwhile, continuing explorations will keep turning up
new plants and there won't be an end to
it till every inch of the globe has
been carefully searched.
By then, we
may be finding material on some other
planet!
Several leading collectors in England
are making a lot of noise (and I don't
really mean this disparagingly) about
rare succulents that they are managing
to turn up.
This is the "in" thing
the s e days. They are collecting succulent members of the gourd family, the
grape family,magnolia, geranium, blackberr y, pas s ion flower, cotto~.
ivy,
i l kwe ed, dogbane and many other plant
f a mil ies. I don't know what the situati on is i n the u.s. regarding these
rar ities ,alth ough I should imagine that
some of them have found their way into
1he hands of specialists and some bo~an i cal
gardens.
Those that can be

an!
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propagated easily and rapidly will soon
be available to ordinary collectors. Of
course, there is also the personal aspect of the matter; a lot of hobbyists
aren't particularly interested in rarities unless the~ have some other virtue
besides the fact they are rare. Most
collectors seem to like plants that are
either particularly attractive-looking
or especially ugly or peculiar-lookin&
There is great beauty even in ugliness.
It should also be mentioned that no
true collector deliberately withholds
plants from others,so as to be the only
one that owns that particular item. One
of the great joys of collecting is to
share with others, if at all possible.
Of course, there are some plants that
you can't possibly do this with, either
because the plant doesn ' t branch, so
that cutti ngs can be taken, or because
to do so wo~ld ruin the plant. Sharing
with others is also the best insurance
against losing your plant. If your own
plant dies, your f riend can supply another piece of it.
A very important point for beginners,
especially window-sill growers, is that
you'll soon find that there are certain
types of plants that simply won't grow
well for you and you should thus avoid
them and concentrate on others. No one
can grow all types of succulent plants
succussfully.
Even those with greenhouses may have difficulties with certain genera or species of plants. Window-sill growers will generally
find
that, for reasons of space and growing
c ondi tiona, they have to limit them·3elves to the smaller types of plants
chat do not require strong sun and· light
1nd that can tolerate the lack of a
~old resting-period
in winter.
Good
window-sill plants are the Haworthias,
Adromischus,the dwarf Aloes, the smaller Euphorbias and perhaps some of the
Stapeliads ._ In the realm of cacti, the
window-sill grower will do well to
stick to the smaller globular types,
such as Mamillarias,
Gymnocalyciums,
Parodias, Rebutias. Avoid the columnar
cacti, the Opuntias (prickly pears) and
succulents such as Echeverias, Cotyledons, the larger Crassulas and Aloes.
If you have a sunny, well-drained.area
outdoors, you can grow many, many hardy
Sedums, Sempervivums and all kl~ds of
hardy cacti,of which our own Ethel Karr
is a leading supplier. An extremely attractive collection can be made up of
these hardy items, thereby keeping your
window-sills vacant and available for
ash-trays and cocktail glasses.
I mentioned before that,when you have
a large collection, you will usually
find some activity going on even in the
dead of winter. This helps keep things
interesting; you can dote over your active plants and enjoy them.
When you
have a small collection, however, there
may not be anything "cooking" at all
and you must learn to restrain yourself
and leave the dormant plants alone. Don't water them unless they really need
it. Don't move them around or keep them
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Cont'd on page 30

HARDY FERNS cont'd from page 25
doesn't need much sun and weather protection,
too warm in an effort to get them growFor the connoisseur, not really of
ing again. They'll begin growth when landscaping value, but intriguing , are
they're good and ready and when the a few small triangle shaped one stemmed
longer days trigger them into growth. ferns the coarse lobed Grape fern,BotThe less growth they make in winter,the rychium dissectum var. tennuifolium and
better off they are. Meanwhile,go play the Rattlesnake fern, Botrychium virwith your philodendrons and African vi- gianum. The grape fern about disappears
olets ,
here during the Summer, it grows mainly
However, letting your plants alone in Fall through Spring. The foliage
doesn't mean ignoring them, The care- will turn an attractive bronze during
ful collector inspects his collections winter, The Rattlesnake fern, despite
frequently, it only out of sheer curi- it's ugly name, is the harbinger of
osity, which is probably what started Spring as far as the ferns are conus on this hobby in the first place. cerned, With parsley like, vivid green
But frequent inspections often turn up foliage it makes it's entrance usually
trouble, which can be nipped in the bud in com~anionship with Hepaticas, Trout
before it gets out of hand,
You
may lilies (Dogtooth violets) Solomons Seal
discover signs of mealy bugs, aphids,or and other early wildflowers, A rare
rot and can take steps to save your and delightful fern the Lobed Spleenplant, Especially as spring draws near- wort (Asplenium pinnatifidum) crouching
er, close inspections are important, in humus filled crevices on "Brown's
You may notice that one of your plants Mountain" was one of the great thrills
which has been sitting in a north win.;. to find in this area. Though these
dow, for want of a better place, is last named ferns are tiny in comparison
starting to make growth, In such case, to some of the others, they are apprecshift it to a more favorable location, iated as much, A garden using ferns
where it can get the strongest light lifts itself out of the common place,
possible. Until it's warm enough to put giving it a distinction of no ordinary
your plants outdoors, you may have to value. The woodsy atmosphere,especialkeep jockeying them around so that the ly in connection with our lovely wildones that nee·d it most will get the flowers, cannot be surpassed by all the
benefit of the best conditions you have standard plants bought in nurseries,
to offer, This some t imes has to be done (Ferns for sale on the Classified page)
even in greenhouses.
Another tip for the window-sill growRobert Shatzer cont'd from page 22
er and anyone else who is cramped for truly all that we 'haa neard, The darkspace,(On second thought, this tip cov- green, irregularly spotted,
silver
ers everybody for this hobby gets so leaves were deeply slashed and ruffled
out of hand that we're practically all and were backed with a deep-red underof us in need of space.)
That is, the side, This one too was eversporting.
use of square plastic pots, This gives
We slowly ambled into the newest adthe plants maximum root room and does- dition, a new greenhouse devoted mostly
n't waste an inch of shelf or sill to miniature geraniums and other plants
space, as the pots sit flush up against which like it cooler, The varieties
each other,
were endless. We walked out to the
In an earlier column I mentioned that ~ack, behind the greenhouses and into
succulent plants have fewer stomata or the new lathouse which is filled with
pores than other plants and therefore handsome tuberous begonias,
looking
they need maximum fresh air,
Hand in much like a picture postcard ,
hand with this goes the matter of
As we wander back the direction of
cleanliness.
Dust and dirt and grime the lawn again, sighing to think of
should not be permitted to collect
on leaving this environment of wonderous
your plants, as it makes them look dull bloom, our eyes again could not resist
and dingy and stops up their pores, the temptation to glance at the long
They can be cleaned by spraying
with rows of hanging pots of
columneas
water, or washing them.off under a fau- both species and cultivars; notice the
cet, or even by washing with a deter- benches of aeschynanthus
("Lipstick
gent and then rinsing, While fine for plants"); alloplectus; chirita; cnrysmost cacti,detergent should not be used othemis; codonanthe; diastema; gloxini~
on cacti or succulents that are covered x-gloxinera; hypocyrta; kohleria; nauwith the powdery white or bluish sub- tilocalyx; nemathanthus; rechsteineria
stance called "bloom".
sinningia; smithiantha; and streptocarIf you have any questions, plea~e pus and idlely wonder how many afterwrite them to me , I will probably not noons it would take to look at each
be able to answer personally, but I can different plant, Calendar pages whirl
write about it in this column.
Happy through our minds a~ we think what a
growing!
utopian occupation that would be.
As we rather sadly bring our visit to
Please mention OZARK GARDENS when
a close and climb back into the car, we
writing to the advertisers , many
find it so hard to pull ourselves away
advertise in other papers.
Give
and go back down that tree-lined street
OZARK GARDENS the credit when you
but finally the engine starts; our new
answer the ads in the classified.
prizes are in place for safe hauling;
and our voice fills the wind, as we
_ !_ean out and yell, "Goodbye, Mike,"
30
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MY ROCK GARDEN
MADALENE MODIC
R. 1 , Box 162
Sewickley,Pa.15143
I j ust read a book by Richardson
Wri ght called, "Greedy Gardeners". He
says there is little to do but fuss
wi th house plants in midwinter. I have
house plants and do my share of fussing with them. There are so many other
things that keep me busy. I like to
read and I like to sew. Greedy Gardeners is just a book about Mr. Wrights
garden, in which he tells about his
.favorite flowers. I liked what he said
about what one could learn from the
root system of a plant. If the roots
of a plant are a hairy mess, this means
that the plant needs damp soil, so
peat moss can be added to help retain
moisture. If a plant has a long tap
root it needs deep preparation of the
so i l. The fat rhizames of the Iris
stay above the ground with their roots
tucked under. From this we learn that
the fat rhizame needs a baking in the
sun. Many of the little alpines need
a collar of grit so that their leave s
never rest upon the soil.
I read, "In a Yorkshire Garden" by
Regi nald Farrer, This is a wonderful
account of his garden at Yorkshire. As
one walks with him around his frames
looking at all the seedlings, where he
moans, as we all do about the dozens
and dozens of seedlings and how shall
we ever adequately care for them . As
one walks among the
Primulas
and
through the middle garden to the Old
Maraine and on to the Cliff Garden 1
Mr. Farrer is talking about one plant
and then another. That was the day,he
muses, "that the rain poured down my
neck and out at the elbows and knees."
Or that was the day, he went on to say,
"that I looked like a scarecrow in a
mess of mud and manure . That was when
some one came calling." He said, "I
was pique against the fates, who caused me to be unveiled at my worst. When
I should be in Neat Tweeds." I am sure
we all have had such moments.
I remember once, coming home from a
garden club and in great haste to get
to the garden, I changed my clothes but
f orgot the ear- rings. I tied on a bandanna to keep my hair in place. When
my husband came home from work he was
quite amused and he said, "Well,Well,
I see you are my blue eyed gypsy today." Another time I must have looked
like a character in the comic strip of
Little Abner. For he bought me a corncob pipe. Some day I hope to read,"In
a Yorkshire Garden" agai n as there is
so much to enjoy in that book. I followe d h i s wor ds so closely, up and up,
straight up over rocks and snow, till I
Beemed to be viewing the summit of the
~nguard (in the Alps) and thinking as
e did, that those high mountain roads
Were once the veins of all knowledge
and life in Europe and now abandoned
f ore ver more.
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Another interesting book, "Her Garden is her Delight" by Buckner Hallingsworth is a story of famous women
gardeners in Amer ica. The first gardens in 1607 were called kitchen gardens, herbs and vegetables. It was not
until 1700, that·· roses, daffodils and
poppies arreared. It is interesting to
know the part that women had in the
art of gardening.
It is believed that it was due to
Theadosia Burr Shepherd's seed
and
bulb business in southern California
that attracted Peter Henderson and Attlee Burpee to locate in California.
By her selection and hybridization she
brought many new flowers into the market. Her first success was with the
Cosmos, then poppies and our Heavenly
Blue Morning Glory. The book ends witt
Mrs. William Starr Dana 1862-1952. We
probably remember her best by her book
on "How to Know the Wild Flowers."
There is a new book on Trees and
shrubs for the Northern Plains, that
will interest those living in
the
Plains. I remember my father being
interested in the work that Mr. Hansen
was doing, trying to find fruit trees
t ha t would grow and bear on
the
Plains. My father bought a pear and 2
apple trees of his creation . We liked
the Amata apple as it was red all the
way through. It made beautiful applesauce . This new book is, "Trees and
Shrubs for the Northern Plains", by
Donald C. Hoag, an associate professor
of horticulture at the North Dakota
State University. What makes this book
so important is that there is so little available that will grow on the
Plains. In this book you can learn
the names of the species of trees and
shrubs that have been tested and found
adaptable for the Northern
plains .
There is a discussion of soils , planting times 4 pruning and cold hardiness.
I note too , that Mr. Hoag has introduced 7 new carnations . He is now
testing and selecting potentilla fruticose for the Plains.
There has been no news of My Rock
Garden this time, which goes to show a
gardener has many sides and many interests .
WIND
The wind's a broom
That sweeps the room
Of God's great out-of-door s.
Margaret Elliott

J OIN THE NP:W SOCIETY FOR THOSE WHO GHO'I{
UNTIER LIG:I'l'S. SEED FUND! ROUNTI ROBINS !
LIBRARY! BULLETIN! Six picture and information filled issues per year. Regular Membership - $4,00 per y e ar . Contributing Membership - $6.00 per yea r
Add $1.00 to e i ther for joint husba nd
~nd
wife membership wi th one copy of
bul letin to be sent, I NDOOR LIGHT GARDENING SOCIETY OF M"ERICA I NC., Mrs.
Robert Washburn, Box 39 , Chippewa Lake ,
Ohio 44215.
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HONGKONG "MUMS"
All these blossoms are on one plant
"THE CITY OF RAMS"
Dr. John Bechtel, 121 Waterloo Road
Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong
M.B.H.U., Eng., A.M.I.H., India
"May prosperity and happiness forever
be with the city, where no famine shall
be known."

POINSETTIA grow high in Hongkong

However, we are ~ot particularly interested in the ancient temnle and its
origin, but rather in the city of the
Rams, or "CANTON". If you like to eat
Chinese food, and I guess most people
do, you will notice when you enter a
Chinese Restaurant in the States, that
some of the items on the Menu are
called CANTON STYLE. The reason for
this is that Canton has always been
famous for its food . For flavor and
variety, perhaps no city could compare
with or surpass the tasty food offered
by Canton restaurants in "the good, old
days."
It is not my purpose to cause your
mouths to water, but rather to tell
you another reason why Hong Kong residents always enjoyed a visit to Canton.
It was because of the flora and the
love that
the Cantonese had for flowers, and all things green. One Imper·ial Counsellor, who was appointed to
Canton from his native Province many
miles to the north, had such a strong
interest in trees that he had pine tree
brought down to Canton and transplanted
in his garden. Normally, the climate
of Canton is too warm for pines, but in.
some way or another this lover of Nature had such a "pull" with the weather
powers that be that it snowed heavily
during the winter months, so that pine
trees were off to a good start! One of
the principal trees found in South
China now are PINE trees.
When I first went to Canton in 1930,
the city had just chosen by popular

Before the Bamboo Curtain unfurled
and fell into place with the victory of
the Communists in Mainland China, there
was one city to which residents of Hong
Kong always enjoyed going. This old
city, Canton, received its name in
rather a peculiar manner. During the
Chow Dynasty, over 2000 years ago, five
immortals descended upon the city according to the legend. Clothed in lustrous apparel they entered the central
part of the town. The five immortals,
each seated upon the back of a ram,
holding in his hand. an ear of corn,
stopped, and pronounced the words found
at the top of this column. Having made
the above pronouncement, the five immortals suddenly disappeared, leaving
behind them five ears of corn and five
rams! The rams were immediately transformed into five pieces of rock, and
the corn started to grow! Out of gratitude, the inhabitants of the town
built a temple at the site where the
rams turned into rock and the corn
grew. The Temple was known as the Tem-·
ple of the Five Immortals. If the Communistic Red Guards have not destroyed
the ancient temple it is probably still
standing .
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~ti seems to Me" cont'd
Will there be anything you can u~e to
help spark the glow of the Thanksg1ving
and Christmas season? Will it end up
b
being so much of the sameness that
·y!u will have nothing new to look forward to each morning?
Are you going to garden to save the
food bill? If the husband has not insisted on a special garden plot,have
you considered using your vegetables
and small fruits as an incorporated
part of your garden? If HIS big feet
aren't too' careless there is nothi ng _as
outstanding as a clump of Horserad1sh
as a back ground for low che~rful flowers. No matter how trust1ng a s?ul
you are let's hope they need replac1ng
or have outdone their usefulness by the
time he is ready to dig and grind his
Horseradish. A row of carrots,
or
beans, or strawberries make a beautiful
path edging. A scroll of leaf lettuce
with pansies or violas is truly a poets
dream. Rhubarb surrounded by rather
large rocks are e~fective_in stopping
straying feet or l1ttle tr1cycles that
are careless about negotiating a turn
in the path where a turn should be.
Swiss chard back of Iris relieves the
starkness of Iris clumps after blooming
and beets planted between clumps of day
lilies makes a picture you will rather
hate to ruin come but picking time a
Along side the Poinsettia grows the
row or clump of asparagus and Cosmos
Pomegranate, I'm holding the fruit.
back of your Chrysanthemums makes a
fall outdoor bouquet not soon forgotten. An arbor or patio covered with
vote the floral emblem of the Canton parasol sized squash leaves? Try it!
Municipality. In one of the beautiful Only thing- start saving your open mesh
parks of the city there was a rather string sacks. I've found my friends
steep slope over which a path meandered don't quite trust me and my hugh Hubthrough beds of beautiful flowers. A- bards unless each fruit is "sacked" and
long the side of the winding path there
it in turn nailed to a rafter. Posies
were three or four cotton trees stand- and vegetables? Why not? It will be
ing erect and proud. The trees are unusual at least. Food for the soul
probably better known as the Kapok as well as for the body. What better
trees, The "RED COTTON FLO~lER", as the combination could you ask for?
blossom is known to the Chinese wa s
Now let~ go back to that imaginary
chosen as the floral emblem of the
circle of dreams we drew. Does the
city. The tree flourishes in
many reasons, the dreams and the probable
parts of South China. I think that one results all fit to make a well-rounded
of the scenes I shall never forget was whole? Are your dreams too big for the
an old
ancient Chinese temple in a
segment labeled "time"? Did the work
South China village, just inside the and effort section over lap the fun
walls of the town. The Kapok trees segment too far? Did cold facts show
surrounding the quaint edifice were in that the togetherness was going to be
full bloom. Some of the blossoms had the flat side? Did the "for coolness•
fallen to the ground, making a red car- overshadow the whole thing or did the
pet leading to the entrance of the
"for color" make too bright a splash?
building. For once, I really got the
It seems to me everyone of us could
"Red Carpet" treatment as I walked to well revise our lists a bit. Thoughtthe door of the old temple! It hardly ful retrospect should tell us that at
seems possible but that was 36 years catalogue time bugs and heat and need
ago!
of moisture or mowing or pruning is
Well, I guess my column ha~ r~ached rather "out of sight out of mind". We
the end of its journey for th1s 1ssue, are rested. We feel ambitious and in
and if I want to get the "Red Carpet" a mountain moving mood.
We forget
treatment from the Editor and the read- there are friends to visit, trips to
ers, I had better stop, but in another take. The call of canning and storing.
issue I'll tell you about the Flower School clothes to make, wedding s to
Pagoda, how the Jasmine flower got it's plan, babies to welco~e and ALWAYS a
name, and . .•...
house to clean and meals to cook. Lets
admit there are only so many hours in a
day. We fuss at our young folks for
~urning
the candle at both ends. Let~
don't forget there is more than one
-3 3 _kind of a candle.
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The

empty

tomb gave hope. For the
the cross is the most loved
emblem but the empty tomb is our g~eat
consolation.
An empty tomb is not enough. Why was
it empty? The answer pomes by revelation of the angels glorious message,
"Why seek ye the living among the dead?
He is not here but is risen". Could
this really be true? In answer we turn
again to those claims which Ohrist made
before His death. He said, "I lay down
my life, that I might take it again •••
Rev. !homas R. Rowett
I have power to lay it down, and I have
R.D.1 Rick R4.
power
to take it again." Yes,Jesus was
•c~ean, Pa. 16426
either a liar or else He truly was resurrected from the dead. All the facts
of history and the testimony of genera"And (they) returned from the sep- tions point to the latter. So this is
ulchre and told all these things ••• And · not simply a "tale" but truth which betheir words seemed to them as idle comes the very foundation of the Christales ••• " Luke 24:9,11
' tian religion. Look to I Corinthians
chapter 15 where the Apostle Paul cites
These verses record for all of eter- the importance of the resurrection. He
nity the contrasting reactions of those suggests it is the basis for our very
persons who heard for the first time faith. The object of faith is as imof the incidents of that first Easter portant as having faith . For instance
morn. For a few these were important one may have faith in a pile of lumber
truths to be told to others, for some yet never have a house. But when faith
these were idle tales to be doubted. is pla.c ed in a. living carpenter the
So down through the years and even now house is built . So faith in the living
as we enter this Easter season some Christ will produce an experience far
people accept the resurrection
of different than a faith placed in dead
Christ as fact, while others in con- ideals or philospphies. Further, the
trast reject it as fiction created by resurrection is the proof of Christian
religious dreamers. Let us consider truth. In v. 18 Paul says, "If there
these facts which seemed to be "idle be no resurrection we are false witnestales."
ses." Since that first Easter morn ~n
First there is the matter of the til today there have been millions like
rolled stone. There were reasons to Mary who by experiencing the presence
believe the removal of the large stone of Christ are convinced that Jesus
from the door of the sepulchre was an surely was raised from the dead. The
idle tale. It was a great stone (Mark resurrection of Jesus also gives prom16:4), sealed in place and guarded by ise to every believer that he too somesoldiers. But in spite of all man's day will be raised from the dead. The
~recautions
God sent an
earthquake Bible assures the Christian he is to be
(Matt. 28:2) and rolled the stone from joint heir with Jesus Christ-certainly
the door of the tomb. This is certain- not in death but in eternal life. •o
ly believable when we remember that the death where is thy sting? 0 grave ,
God of creation is ruler of His ~rea where is thy victory?"
tion. He is capable of revealing His
With the advantages of the facts of
will and His glory regardless of the history the establishment of
the
obstacles of men. It has been said Christian religion and our personal acthat the stone was rolled away not quaintance with the story it is comparthat Jesus could come out but that hon- atively easy to accept Easter as an
est seekers can look into the empty historical event. Yet in reality Eastomb.
ter is only an "idle tale" unless the
There was also the "tale"of the re- central truth of the resurrection is
moval of the bod~ of Christ Jesus was applied in our lives.
really dead. His enemies confirmed the
fact; His disciples were discouraged by
My favorite Bible verses
it. His body was bound by the traditMrs. K. E. Main, Maplewood, Mo.
ional grave clothes and the tomb was
heavily guarded by professional soldPhilippians 4:6,7.
·iers. Yet we are reminded that the One
who is victor over death itself cannot
"Be careful for nothing; but in eve'rybe confined by grav~ clothes, a sealed
th1ng· by prayer and supplication with
tomb or a soldier guard. Was it not
thanksgiving let your requests be made
this same Jesus who shortly before said
unto God. And the peace of God, which
"I am the way, the truth and~~·"
passeth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through
Christ
Jesus".
Oza~k Gardens
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BY-Mrs. Leila Davisson
9779 Ste. ,Rt. 4,
Mechanicsburg,Ohio 43044
seeds fascinate me, first in spring
when I order my seeds for planting and
then again in the fall and winter when
1 can include them in my breads, cookies and candies. Sesame seed has so
many uses that it would be impossible
for me to raise them although they are
being grown in our country. Harvesting
seems to be the problem as they shatter
so easily. I buy them by the pound for
my own use. Poppy seed has a great
many uses in the kitchen but are not
used to any large degree because cooks
do not realize how they enhance cakes
and breads. Of course anise, caraway,
and dill are better known and are used
more.
sesame seeds may be toasted in the oven
1 cupful of seeds and 2 teaspoons of
butter, watch carefully for they will
burn quickly. When they are a golden
brown, remove from the oven. I treat
sunflower, pumpkin and squash seeds
this way for evening snacks. They contain a type of oil that is very healthful. My grandmother always told us
that they helped our eyesight but we
eat them because they are so good. Here
are some of my uses for sesame seeds.
Benne Wafer
3 tbsp. flour
c sesame seeds,
1 egg, beaten
broWiled
1 tap. vanilla
1 tbsp. butter
1 c brown sugar
i tap. salt
firmly packed

A wonderful topper for chicken pie is
Sage biscuits.

2 c flour
2 tsp. baking
powder
tsp. salt

Sesame Seed Brittle
i tap. cinnamon
1 c sesame seeds
1 tap. lemon
2 tbsp. water
juice

1i c sugar
i c honey

Cook the sugar, honey, water and lemon
juice over a low heat, stirring conatantly, until sugar is dissolved. Continue cooking over low heat, without
&tirring, until the mixture reaches 300
~eg,
on a candy thermometer, about 20
minutes. Remove from the heat, stir in
the cinnamon and sesame seeds, Pour
the brittle onto a buttered cookie
&heet in a thin layer. Loosen with a
lpatula before the candy hardens. When
Oold, break into pieces.

oil

Sift together dry ingredients. Pour
the oil and · milk into a measuring_cup
but DO NOT STIR. Pour all at once ~nto
the dry--mixture. Stir with a fork until the mixture rounds up into a ball.
Smooth the dough by kneading about 10
times without additional flour. Roll
between waxed paper to i inch thickness
Cut with an unfloured cutter. Bake about 10 to 12 min. in a very hot oven
450 deg. Makes 18 small biscuits.
To vary these biscuits, omit the sage
add 1/3 cup of grated cheese or two
tap. chopped celery leaves.
Any of these breads would go well with
Herbed omelet.
4 Tbs, milk
i tap. salt
Dash of pepper

Preheat oven to 350 deg. Mix all ingredients thouroughly and drop by teaspoonful on a buttered cookie sheet.
Bake until firm but not brown, about 5
to B minutes. Remove carefully from
the sheets while still warm. Makes about 30 wafers.

sage

1/3 c good cook

2/3 c milk

4 eggs seperated

i

1 tsp. powdered

Tap. mix of
summer savory,
tarragon,
chervil, basil
and chives.

Beat the egg whites until stiff but
not too dry. Beat the yolks until
thick and lemon colored. Add milk,salt
pepper and the herbs. Fold yolk ~ix
ture into the beaten whites. Pour ~nto
a hot buttered pan or skillet. Cook
over a low fire until the omelet has
risen and is golden brown next to the
pan. Set into a moderate oven (350)
for 5 min. or until the surface seems
set when pressed with the finger. Sage
or Basil Jelly goes well with this
dish,

.BASIC SOUR CREAM DRESSING
Add 2/3 cup of sour cream to 1 cup of
French dressing. Try adding 1 tsp,popPY seed for use over beet and
cabbage
salads. Add 1 tap. caraway seed
for
use with cucumbers, add 1 tap.
dill
weed for use with fish or potato
salads,
For tangy cottage cheese add onion salt
dill or caraway seed.

Ozark Gardens
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PLACE LOADED with VAlUES!

CLASSIFIED RATES- 5¢ per word, Three times for the price of 2,DEADLINE-15th of
month preceding publication,--DISPLAY AD RATES-$2.50 per column inch, DISPLAY
ad DEADLINE- 5th of the month preceding publication. Display ads are not placed on the classified page, Display ads over 1 inch are given a discount ---please contact the Editor for information. CAMERA READY COPY must be sent, We
are not responsible for advertisments other than our own, The Editor reserves
the right to refuse any advertisin~ that is not suitable for this
Magazine.

BOOKS
BOOKS
"HERB COLLECTORS
MAN
ual". Money-making guide
to Ginseng, Goldenseal,
herbs, wildflowers, ferns
plants, cones, moss, etc.
$2,00 Fully illustrated,
THE WILDCRAFTER, B-7-G,
Looneyville, W.Va. 25259
LUND'S BOOKS, Monroeville
Ohio 44847 World's lowest
book prices. Book list
free; How to Live Healthy
100 Years and gift book,
10 five cent
postage
stamps. Your Handwriting
Analysis 50¢; How to Answer Married Life Problems
and gift book, 10 five
cent postage stamps.

FLOWER SEEDS [ Mexican
FLOWER
SEEDS
or summer Poin-

RARE & UNUSUAL seeds for
flowers,
houseplants,
evergreens, shrubs, pines
spruces. New Catalog
50¢
Sample seeds. AL & SON
COMPANY, Box 2256, Cleveland, Ohio 44109.

settia, mimosa, Devil's
Needle or Yucca
lily,
Plantain-lily,
cactus
seeds, mixed seeds; each
25¢ large sponnful plus
stamp. MRS. V. WAGAN, 119
Albany Ave., Amityville,
LI.', N.Y. 11701
QUEENS earrings or Queens
'tears seeds; 10¢ and self SEED-Beautiful Tree Morning-Glory,50 Seeds $1,00
addressed envelope. MRS.
V. FAGAN, 119 Albany Ave, · ppd. Claud Essary Box 606
Amityville, Long Island Hollis, Okla. 73550
11701

BROMELIADS
1

GLADYS CUPP, 355 Mars, Rt
1, Nipomo, Calif, 93444
Seeds-25¢ pkt. & stamped
envelope; Elephant Garli~
Castor Bean, Sunflower,
"Geranium Tree," Hollyhock, rose. Rose, Geranium cuttings-20 for $1.40
Will trade Iris, Roses,
Mums for handwork, S&H
stamps, old coins, China.

GERANIUMS

CALIFORNIA GERANIUMS-Lady
Washingtons, zonals, novelties, dwarf, scented,
Catalog 10¢.Seeds-2 pkts.
$1.00, ROAD RUNNER RANCH,
2458 Catalina Ave., .Vista
Calif.

GARDEN AIDS

BROI'IELIADS
Sample
Bromeliad plant,
$1,50;
three different
$3.25; 6 assorted young MAIL BOX SEEDS -Shirley
plants, $5.50. My selec- ·Morgan, '2042 Encinal Ave LOOK WHAT a 11 D" cell catation, all labeled and ppd Alameda, Calif.
Rare lyst wi·ll do for you, "D"
Special
Handling,
35¢ seeds.
Begonias, Gesne- cell catalyst purifies waMRS. AL BURT, P.O.,Box riads,
Ferns,
Herbs, ·ter and charges it with
776, Jupiter, Fla. 33458
Shrubs, Peppers, Trees, white light energy, One
Bible Plants, Seed Fold- no.2 white catalyst will
PERNERS BROMELIADS, 302 ers, Booklets. Send two charge many gallons of tap
E. Southcross, San Anton- dimes for pr~ce list and water for drinking, treat~
io, Tex. 78214 Bromeliads 3 dimes for price
list ing seeds before planting,
$1,00 each, Lillondsias and packet mixed seeds.
or watering plants. Just
$2,00 each my
choice.
drop the "D" cell catalyst
Minimum $5.00 orders. $1
into a gallon jug of tap
SEED,
ten
pkts,
$1,00
ppd
for postage stamped envewater or well water. After
Bushel
Gourds;
dipper
. lope for list .
___
gourds; plumgranny~ can- 24 hrs. it is ready to
taloupe;
jumbo pumpkin; use. When the water is i
sunflowers; cotton;broom- us·ed, refill and start over again. One testimonial:
RARE SEEDS- Cacti, Succ- corn; vine peach; c~stor I have been using your
beans.
CLAYS,
Tollesboro,
.
ulents, Exotics,-- over
catalysts on my shrubs and
1500 Different kinds,Fas- 6, Ky. 41189
- - - - - - - - flowers and feel they are
inating Hobby- Gorgeous
doing a lot of good, My
Flowers; send 25¢fo~ cat- CALIFORNIA COYOTE melon roses are thriving and I
gourd
seed,
Comes
up
each
alogue, NEW MEXICO CACTUS
have never had many blosRESEARCH, P.O.Eox 787-0G, year fro~ a tuberous root soms on my hibiscus, the
1
Belen, New Mexico
87002 20¢ plus self addressed plants are all dark green
stamped envelope.
F. and healthy looking. I am
6 large unnam~d succulents BOUTIN, 605i W, Duarte very much pleased, Unquote
Monrovia,
Calif. Try making coffee or tea
$2.50 ppd. Send stamp for Rd.,
list of plants. PHILLIPS 91016
with the cell water, even
CACTUS SHOP, Rt.2, Box Mixed Japanese Iris: 50 ice cubes. Wonderful tor
137-A, Kountze, Tex.77"625 for 25¢ plus stamped en- washing all vegetables bevelope, Winter cold aids fore ~~acing in refriger~SEEDS of winter
hardy germination.
Planting :t;or. $".1,00 each or 3
f-or
cacti; yucca and agave- -instructions
included. $2,50. HILARY M. DOREY, 12
stamp for list. KARR KAC- MRS, FRANK HANKINS, R.D.1 Arnold Ave,, Dept.z, NewTUS, Box 615, Canon City, Box 198, Smyrna,
Del. port, R.I. 02840
Colo. 81212

CACTUS

~1~99~7~7--------------~~r---~---------~- ----
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CLASSIFIED

GARDEN PLANTS HOUSE PLANlS
GARDEN
PLANTS
j ROSES ·oF ANTIQUITY; our MONKEY PUZZLE.
Tiered
FLOWER DELIGHTS
;collection of old roses branches have deep green
African Lily (Agapanthus h
unnamed 50¢, Orientalis,
•My Joy','Peter Pan' ,each
$1.00:
Delivery until May. Curcuma roscoeana,
globba
wini tii each $2 • Dwarf
Curc Uma Sp ·• globba bulbifera each $1. Kacmpferias: Kirkii elatior $5;
d eac h 75 ¢
galanga, ro t una
angustifolia ,
elegans,
masoni each 50¢. Haemanthus (Blood Lily) Katherinae $1.50, $3, $5, magnificus S3; mult iflorus
11, $2
Delivery year
around.
Amarillis evansiae, pardina nach $3; fall blooming 'Mrs. Garfield' $3;
Winter blooming striata
$1, Urceolina miniata $1.
Handling 60¢ ALEK KORSAKOFF, 7634 Oriole St.,
Jacksonville, Fla . 32208
HOSTA (Plantain
lily)
Want to correspond with
any gardener who collects
this perenniai. MRS. JOHN
D. McCALLUM, R.2, Box 237
Madison, N.C. 27025

includes most wanted varieties. Send for our FREE
CATALOG . JOSEPH J. KERN
NURSERY, Dept. OG-67, Box
33, Mentor, Ohio 44060
HARDY IRISES: It's been a
cold winter in M;nnesota!
•
Some irises can take it;
some can't. free price
list in May of those that
can. Talls,
arilbreds,
novelties. RIVERDALE IRIS
GARDENS, 7124 Riverdale
Rd., Minneapolis, Minn.
55430
PLANTS !<'OR SALE
Large English Ivy; Vinca
(Major or Minor);
St.
John 's Wort , 5¢ each (6)
Hen & (6) Chick plants,
$1.20 ppd.: Other Perennials! ROBERT M. POWERS,
1235 Humbald~ Ave., Bellingham, Wash. 98225

GOUR·DS

GOURD SEED FOR SALE
Martins; Dippers,long and
short handles; Corsicians
flats; Hercules Clubs;Indian War Clubs• Cave Mans
Clubs(Marankas~ Dolphins,
African Giants;Giant BottHOP VINES for arbor shade les,40¢ Pkt.PP,for GenerBlossoms for bread mak- ous supply.Write for coming. Sold in pairs to plete list of 35
diff.
pollinate.
Roots
ppd, kinds of Gourd Seed. w.c.
$1,25 each; spring ship- Densmore ,R,1,Box 254 Look
ment. WILLIAMS,
2424 out Mountain , Tenn. 37350
Hanford, Pt. Wayne, Ind.
46806
GOURD SEED for beginners;
20 packs large hard shell
WILDFLOWERS-Bulbs, roots, all different. Most popuplant for the following lar on the market, comSpring flowers.
Spring plete growing
instrucbeauty-trilliums red,yel- tions, $6.00 P.P. Mixed
low, white, purple-Dutch- pack, 20 different kinds,
man breeches-yellow puc- complete growing instruccoon-green dragon-5 for tions, $1. 00 P.P.
5¢
$1.00, ppd. SAVAGE G~R stamp for complete list.
DENS, Box 163,McMinnvi lle BILL DENSMORE, R.1, LookB, Tenn. 37110
out Mtn ., Tenn. 37350

HOUSE PLANTS

pointed leathery leaves .
Rare. $3.50 Norfolk Island Pine. Noble evergreen tree well tiered
branches covered
with
. soft bright green needles,
Gets 2-5 ft. 12 in. tree
$2 • 75 ·, Bird-of-Paradise •
Compact, trun.kless leathB
ery leaves. looms orange
red edged , blue tongue.
$1.75 ppd. SULEN'S NURSERY R 1 L
b
Pl
ees urg,
a.
3274

8 ••

15 1 yr. Hybrid Dutch
Meade Amaryllis; 4 dbl.
yellow cactus; 2 large
Amaryllis; 2 Salmon Trumpet; 2 Blue Hydrangea;
Century Plant; Pink Bougainvillea. Each offer $1
ppd. SULEN'S NURSERY, R,1
Leesburg, Fla. 32748
Send stamp for large list
of House Plants and cuttings,Mary Boatright
724
W, Poplar , Harr i sburg,Il~
62946
HOUSE PLANTS
Begonias, bromeliads, orchids, Bonsai. Pric~ list
on request. PAUL P. LOv~,
23045 S.W. 123
Rd.,
Goulds, Fla. 33170
UMBRELL PLANTS 50¢ ppd.,
Spanish Moss 50¢
MARY
BOATRIGHT, 724 W. Poplar,
Harrisburg, Ill. 62946

MIS'CELLANEOUS
WANT.ED_
Old china, glass, dolls,
inkwells,
paperweishts,
postcards before 1940 and
old catalogs etc. E~1A 'S
POSY PATCH, Rt.1, Dittmer
Mo . 63023
Harriett's:
~ardening,
needlearts, rec~pes, comments, views,
opinions
invited . Sample copy 25¢
Box 20796, Los Angeles,
Calif. 10006

1-3 yr. Sauromatum Guttatum 3 small for poting.
·
·
1-2 yr. Calla RehmannileHOUSEPLANTS
uca, All $1.00 Packet of Stamp for list of houseSandwich white onion seed plants,
500 varieties .
RECI.PE
10 seed of red Birdlover Begonias, episcias, Afri- OLDTIME SOURDOUGH BREAD
Sunflower seed. All 50¢ can Violets , succulents RECIPE, salt rising bread
LEN MIRZWICK, 315 Piper j and cactus, miscellaneous everlasting yeast bread,
St., Healdsburg, Calif,
MARY WALTON, 311 So. Cen- all $1.00 Sourdough starFOLLOWING lists 10¢ each: ' ter, West Memphis, Ark. ter mix, packed in earth72301
enware storage jar with
Ferns, tender and hardy;
instructions and recipes,
House and garden plants;
Native Plants! Begonias FOR SALE-Mixed achimenes $2 . 50 ppd. 6 for $12,00
all kinds . MRS. EUGENE 20 for $1.20 ppd . ADAM. THE WILDCRAFTER, B-7-G,
POLSFUSS, 223 Cordele Ave , ENTZMINGER,
Box
142, Looneyville, W.Va. 252~9
Macon . Ga . 31201
~I_B_r_o_n_s_o_n_,__
K_a_n_.__
6_67--16_______

THE

CLASSIFIED

MARKET PLACE

MISCELLANEOUS
MAGAZINES
BACK issues horticultural
magazines . Stamped envelope brings
listings.
CHARLOTTE FERGUSON, Box
418, Altamont, N.Y; 12009
Dolls,
doll
clothes
gre atly reduced ,
stamp
for list. Childrens party
favors 15 for 25¢ and
stamp. Tuck-ins,
table
novelties, pin kits , 12
for 50¢ and stamp . Fancy
aprons $1.00; pot holders
5 for $1,00; garden apron
$1 .00; Fancy pants pin
holders 5 for $1,00; pot
holders 50¢ each; baby
booties 75¢ pair; crocheted: M~S. V. FAGAN,119
Albany Ave., Amityville,
L.I., N.Y. 11701
World's best, guaranteed
health, beauty secrets is
only $1,00, refundable,
PACKERS, Lester Prairie,
Minn . 55354
SPECIAL-Barbie doll P.J.s
2 piece shorts;
pedal
pushers; 20¢ plus stamped
addressed envelope. MRS.
V. FAGAN., 119 Albany Ave.
Amityville, Long Island
11701
NOVELTIES list for stamp
WALTER HOENES, OG,
P.O.
Box 68, Cologne, N.J.
PIGEONS and supplies,catalog 10¢. WALTER HOENES,
O.G., P.O. Box 68,Cologne
N.J. 08213

MISCELLANEOUS ~

BARGAIN COLUMN

SEED: 25¢ pkg. plus stampl ,
Red Yucca, Scarlet Wis- SALE on Bougainvilleas,
teria, Red Okra,-- Thry~ Hibiscus, Oleanders, many
allis glauca, Texas Blue other unusual pot plants.
Bonnets, P11rkinsonia, Po- Many plants t price. Send
inciana,Red castor beans, stamped envelope for list
Giant club gourds , Double LOYCE'S FLOWERS, Rt. 2,
yellow or purple Datura, Granbury, Tex. 76048
Mixed Giant Hardy Hibisrcus, Steer Horn Tree:-- ITALIAN MIXED Spices for
Myers Plant Co. 302 Erie , spaghetti sauce. 8 bags
1 Cl b
T
76031
for $1. 18 bags for $2.
1
e urne • exas
Recipes included. PostPOWDERED slippery
elm, paid. D. MUMPHREY, 17336
powdered calamus
root, Kniffen St.,
Elsinore,
powdered golden seal herb Calif. 92330
powdered red clover tops, -------------------------powdered palmetto berries DAHLIAS: Rose glory,Govpowdered comfrey
root. ernor, Elders Red, Ogden
Sold in 1/ound lots onl~ Read,
Silver
Wedding,
Write fo
prices on any Polar Bear, Mary Elizaherbs you might
want. beth, Rozena, 25¢ each
BOTANIC GARDENS, Prairie plus
postage.
LOUISE
Point, Mississippi
DERRICK, RT.1, Box 85,
Epps, La. 71237
FREE! HARD TIMES NUTRI- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - TION SECRET. Know how to SEEDS: 25¢ pkg, stamped
be well fed one year on envelope, 6 pkg. $1,10.
ten dollars if necessary . Candlebush, Pittosporum,
DEE HIATT , P.O. Drawer, Powderpuff,
Thryallis,
Belleview, Fla. 10¢ post- Arctotis, Stokesia, Dau, age appreciated,
Write bentonia. MRS. E. SANT. now.
1315 S, Charlotte
~ ~W~A~N~T~E-D__b_y__y_o_u_r__E_d_i_t_o_r
__o_l~d MYER,
Ave:, Sarasota, Fla.33580
picture frames of all sizes. Deep set, or Art- GLORIOSA LILY Tubers: 2
carved preferred. Price for $1, Fairy Lillies,
must be reasonable. Write Salmon Amaryllis, Montfirst giving size
and bretia Bulbs, 6 for $1.
price. Will pay postage. MRS. E. SANTMYER, 1315 S,
Ozark Gardens,R.1,Box 227 Charlotte Ave., Sarasota,
Fairview,Pa. 1_§_!.1_5____ _ Fla. 33580

BARGAIN COLUMN
BARGAIN RATES _ FIRST 25
WORDS 50¢. Each word over
25- 4¢ each. Bargain Column is not classified.:

FIRST DAY covers US-UN
cachets unaddressed 125¢ for $3.00; one free
sample 25¢ WALTER HOENES, TREELETS, shrubs, plants,
SWEET- GUM
OG , P • 0 • Box 68 , Co1 ogne, bulbs. Also
balls and other dry arN • J • 08213
rangement materials. Send
"PRAYER POEMS THAT HEAL" stamp for lists. MORANDA
For religious and non- WILL I AMS • R • 3 • Box 78 1 •
religious persons.
A Benton, Ark. 72015
booklet of guidance and
help for mental, physical TWO YEAR OLD Well rooted
and other disorders. Send monthly plooming roses.
$1,00 DR. INGRID SHERMAN, bend stamped envelope for
102 Courter Ave., Yonkers price list. MRS . RHUNELLA
JOHNSON, Rt.1, B~x 263,
N.Y. 10705
Louin, Miss. 39338

t--------------------------

WANTED, supplier and address for Religious Hot
Iron Transfers for
Embroidery ~nd other patterns; H. WATSON, 315 Harpersville Rd.,
Newport
News, Va. 23601

LOADED with VALUES!

FREE!! !One Green-flowered
African Violet leaf given ·
with each order for 10
as sorted leaves,
$1,00
plus 25¢ postage. "MARSALESE", 280 Coal Hollow
Rd., Verona, Pa. 15147

8 plants $1 ppd. Asparagus, rose, lilac, dogwood
wild Iris, Sarsaparilla,
Wallflower,
Juneberry,
· Butterfly Weed, Columbine
Achillea, Lilly
of the
Valley, Spearmint, Jerusalem artichoke, chives,
Coreopsis, Liatris, catnip , canterbury
bell,
Foxglove, geranium, soapwort, tree Onions, SEider
·wort; D. WEIGAND, R • 3 ,
Wautoma. Wis. 54982
CAPEK DAHLIA GARDENS, Lemont, Ill. 60439. State
inspected Dahlia roots .
Old and new varieties.
Stamp for list; or 3 for
$1.00 ppd.-all different,
labeled.
·
DECORATED
stationeryflowery or mixed designs
in a variety of materials
15 for $1,00 ppd. (sheets
and envelopes)
HELEN
RICKETTS, 4809
Fisher,
Howell, Mich. 48843

r

I

NATURE'S OWN INSECTICIDE

BARGAIN COlUMN

Mrs. Alex H. Rapp
3239 Pleasant · Ave. So.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55408

~CHIMENES for sale 6 for
•1; Ball bat Gourd seed
20¢ pkt; mixed morning
glory seed, mixed colors,
t doubles and ~u!fles~
50¢ pkt. plus stamped enVelope. MRS. R.W. KEES,
R• 2, Box
154,
Bogue
Chitto, Miss. 39629

Crushed anise-seed mixed with sand or
gravel on the bottom of cages will often dislodge lice on canaries, etc •
Basil helps protect the
pests and disease.
the stronger.

~

BLOOMING size Easter lily
cactus, some white haired
4-$1.50, or will trade
for old pretty buttons;
Dry apple-pear
sized
gourds for sale, 6-$1.00:
BESSIE ZABINSKY,
3Q5
Montgomery, Ann
Arbor'
Mich. 48103
'
SOPHORA TETRAPTERA
THE YELLOW KOWHAI
This is our national flower emblem.
There are quite a few varieties of Kowhai. Some are shrub like and most form
a . small, rounded, leafy head, naked
trunk and straight brown branches, although it can be a tree to 40 feet. The
hohi · is one of the earliest .spring
flowering native plants. The flowers
are sulphur yellow with a greenish tone
and a . calyx of old gold. At the time
of'opening the corolla shows most delicate tints of green at its base which
disappear when blossoms are fully open.
They secrete a large amount of nectar.
The tuis love ·the Kowhai and am sure
must have lovely food after our winter.
All forms are more or less deciduous,
the flowers often appearing before the
leaves. Flowers calyx in flared standard, very broad wings shorter than the
he~l,
something like the laburnum and
the seed very much the same only larger.
When the Kowh!l,i. blooms, spring is well
on the way. A lovely sight growing in
~aste
land here and there. It's time
to plant potatoes when the Kowhai flowers. Our Maories say to those of you
who are sad, lonely, and sick, may the
sight of yellow flowers comfort you foz
they are the colors . of the sun which
bring-s healing growth and life to our
world.

tomato from
Dark opal is

Chamomile plants were believed to be
conducive to health in the garden ac- '
cording to this excerpt from a very old
herb book: "It is remarkable that each
chamomile is a plant physican, since ·
nothing contributes- so much to the
health of . the garden as a number of
chamomile herbs dispensed about it • .
Singularly enough, if another plant is
drooping and dying, in nine cases out
of ten, it will recover if you place a
chamomile plant near it."
Garlic Snails,' worms,apd grubs, or . larvae of insects, as well as moles and
other vermin, may all be driven away,by
placing preparations · of garlic in or
near the haunts. Garlic does the best
job of all in preventing attacks of
aphids or plant lice.
Mints keeps pests from the cabbage fam~ There is spearmint,
peppermint,
applemint, orange mint and pineapple
mint.
Plarit spearmint near brussel
sprouts.
Oregano is especially effective near
vine crops, like cucumber, melons, eta.
Stinging nettle is especially good between your tomato plants.
Rue has powerful properties and very
DI!ter blue-green leaves. It will help
dispel insect troubles near vegetables
flowers or fruits and shrubs.
'
jan y seems to keep Japanese beetles
m cane crops, like black raspberries
etc. It would be suitable near grapes.

Wormwood a Cambridge professor discovered that strewing powdered wormwood aMrs. Edwyna Martin, Crighton House, long the furrow drills before sowing
the
Whakatane R.D.1, Bay of Plenty, New carrott or turnip seed, protects
young plants from turnip flea beetle or
Zealand.
carrott fly.
HEPATICAS

Plant lice do not like marigolds.

They cannot be for livers
These dainty little plants
That blossom on the hillsides
Where gladsome sunshine slants.
They're far too gay and pretty
For common ills and plaints;
They're for the souls of mortals
And, even, for the saints.

SIMPLE ENJOYMENT
I f you delight

In digging in the ground
Or watch little children
Play in water and mud
You have indeed ·found
Nature's simple way
Of enjoyment.

Margaret Elliott
-39-

Ingrid Sherman

Ozark Gardens
R. D. 1,

80 X 2'0

FAI RVIEW. PA. 16415

Return Postage

Guar~nteed

BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID

Fairview, Pa.
Permit No. 11

Mary ' s Gardens 5/67
124 W. Chestnut Hill Ave .
Philadelphia , Penna . l9118

Hybrid Easter lily Cactus " WHITE KNIGHT" in full bloom .
Photo credit and grown by Mr. William Schu 13500 Detroit
Ave., St. Edward High School, Cleveland, Ohio
44107
Sample
Copy

25¢

DON'T MISS THIS BARGAIN SUBSCRIPTION PRICE
i year ·$1.25 One year ~2.50 -Two y~ars I 4.50
Fill in the coupon TODAY and ma1i to: OZARK GARDENS
R.D.1, BOX 221
FAIRVIEW, PENNSYLVANIA 16415
.Name
Street
City ___________________State __________ZIP _________ _

